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文

文
Words and Pictures in Picturebooks:
Strength and Weakness in Meaning Making and Their
Collaboration
早川 知江
Chie Hayakawa
Nagoya University of Arts
Abstract
‘Symmetrical’ is one of the features of the system LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS
BETWEEN VERBAL AND VISUAL TEXT IN PICTUREBOOKS. The term refers to the
scenes in a picturebook where the words (verbal text) and pictures (visual text) are
redundant and roughly convey the same kinds of meanings.
This paper focuses on how redundant the meanings actually are. I analyze
symmetrical scenes from the classic picturebook, Millions of Cats by Wanda Gág
(1928), and conducted comparative analysis on the meanings created by the words
and pictures. As a result, it is found out that the meanings typically created by words
only are those related to time, relationship between characters and objects, appraisal
(especially judgment), psychological descriptions, and causal relations; the
meanings communicated mainly by pictures are related to appearance (including
clothing, pose, facial expressions and gaze), relative positions and sizes of characters
and objects, background settings, and changes over time; and the both media can
express existence, attributes, actions and transfers, and changes in attributes.
The goal of this paper is to reveal the strength and weakness in meaning making
of verbal and visual texts, and to show how picturebooks unite these two to create
the utmost meanings and effects.
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LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION)

Kress and van Leeuwen (1996)
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Chap 2. Narrative representation
Chap 3. Conceptual (Analytical)
representation
Chap 4. Interactive meaning (CONTACT,
SOCIAL DISTANCE, ATTITUDE)
Chap 5. Modality
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Analyzing Japanese-English Code-switching
from the Perspectives of
Interpersonal and Textual Meta-functions
難波和彦
Kazuhiko Namba
Kyoto Sangyo University
Abstract
In studies of code-switching (CS here after) from the structural perspective,
intra-clausal CS can be broadly categorized into insertion and alternation (Muysken,
2000). Switching between typologically distant languages such as Japanese and
English frequently involves the switching of discourse markers and interpersonal
particles. In order to clarify whether the switching of these pragmatic items is
insertion or alternation, the framework of Systemic Functional Linguistics (Halliday
and Matthiessen, 2013) is employed. Code-switched clauses are extracted from a
corpus of international high school students’ natural conversations and explained
from the perspectives of interpersonal and textual meta-functions of SFL. From the
interpersonal meta-function point of view, the insertion of negotiators and the
alternation of Mood are identified. From the textual meta-function point of view, the
insertion of textual Themes and alternation with topical Themes are identified.
1.

文
、
2
(code-switching,
CS)
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、2014)、
(intra-clausal)
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、文
Muysken (2000) insertion、alternation、congruent lexicalization、
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、
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Chan, B. H. (2009) Code-switching between typologically distinct languages. In B.
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Utilizing Systemic Functional Grammar to Support
Comprehension in the Language Classroom
Peter McDonald
J. F. Obirin University
Abstract
Teaching comprehension is becoming a challenge because of the increasing number
of image-based multi-modal texts used in the English Language Teaching (ELT)
classrooms. Research suggests that defining the underlining graphic/written text
relations that constitute image-based multi-modal texts can help teachers meet that
challenge (Royce, 2002). However, this area is still being studied. This paper
proposes a theoretical model of graphic/written text relations that can support
reading comprehension in ELT classrooms. Developing the model entails aligning
two areas of research, namely, the systemic functional grammar (SFG) research and
second language reading (L2) comprehension research (Lui, 2004). Such alignment
demonstrates the applicability of the model to an authentic multi-modal text to
predict the effects of the text on the reading comprehension of students. The study
tests the predictions in a classroom context and discusses the extent to which the
model can be successful. Moreover, this study discusses the extent to which a
definition of graphic/written text relations is practical in an ELT classroom context,
as well as suggests that conducting further research on a more comprehensive
definition of graphic/written text relations is an appropriate goal for ELT and SFG
researchers and practitioners.
1. Introduction
The goal of this study is to investigate the extent to which the image classifications
identified by Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006), as well as the graphic/written text
relations summarized by Unsworth (2008), can be applied to English as a Foreign
Language (EFL) reading comprehension research. The EFL research is based on the
study of Lui (2004), which revealed that the graphic/written text relations contained
in multi-modal texts can have four effects on reading comprehension (pp. 235-239).
The first effect is support. Support is created when the graphic text repeats the
same information as the written text, and the proficiency level of the students is just
below the level of the written text. In this situation, the students can use the images
to infer the meaning of the words. The second effect is redundancy. Redundancy
occurs when a graphic/written text relationship of reiteration exists, but the
proficiency level of the students is above the level of the written text. Thus, they do
not need the graphic text to infer the meaning of the words. Therefore, the students
do not use the graphic text.
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The third effect is incomprehension. Rather than reiterating one another, the
graphic and the written texts contain closely related information that augments each
other in a certain way. Incomprehension occurs in this type of graphic/written text
relation when the proficiency of the students is lower than the words in the text. The
lack of textual integration means students cannot use the graphic text to infer the
meaning of the words, preventing them from understanding the text.
The fourth effect is miscomprehension. Miscomprehension takes place when
rather than reiterating the information in the written text, the graphic text augments
it in a certain way. Furthermore, the proficiency level of the students is lower than
the written text. However, the students in this situation make the wrong assumption
regarding the graphic/written text relationship. They assume that the graphic text
reiterates the information in the written text, that is, the graphic text can support the
words. However, the lack of harmony between the written and the graphic text clues
results in processing difficulties. Subsequently, the students make the wrong
inferences regarding the text. Thus, the graphic text hinders the comprehension of
the written text.
While the 2004 study of Lui shows that different types of graphic/written text
relations produce different effects on reading comprehension, these offer no detailed
definition of the graphic/written text relations that create, support, or inhibit reading
comprehension. The current study attempts to build on the 2004 study of Lui by
offering such a definition using semiotic research, as summarized by Unsworth
(2008). Semiotic researchers examine how graphic text combines with the written
text to communicate the overall meaning of the multi-modal text to the reader. As
the combinations of graphic/written text relations can be wide ranging and complex
(see Unsworth, 2008 for a full treatment), the present study focuses on two
definitions. The first definition is concurrence, where the graphic and the written
texts combine to send highly similar messages. The second definition is
complementation where the graphic and the written texts combine to send messages
that, while closely related, do not repeat one another but rather augment one another
to communicate the overall message of the text to the reader.
The current study suggests that the graphic/written text relations of reiteration
in the research of Lui can be directly related to the graphic/written text relations of
concurrence. Moreover, the more complex relationships that produce, inhibit, or
hinder reading comprehension can be directly related to the graphic/written text
relations of the complementation outlined in the preceding paragraphs. These
findings are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Graphic/Written Text Relations and Their Effects on L2 Comprehension

Graphic/Written

Students

Proficiency Effect On Comprehension

Text Relation

Level

Concurrence

Just Below Text Level

Support

Concurrence

Just Below Text Level

Redundancy

Complementation Above the Text Level

Incomprehension/
or Miscomprehension

Therefore, by aligning these two areas of research, a model of graphic/written text
relations that is directly applicable to teaching reading comprehension in EFL
classrooms can be created. Furthermore, the current study utilizes the principles of
SFG, as identified by Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006), to define two relations: the
graphic/written text relations of concurrence that may, as the present study suggests,
support reading comprehension or cause redundancy; and the graphic/written text
relations of complementation that may, as this study suggests, produce
incomprehension or miscomprehension.
2. Applying the Model of Kress and Van Leeuwen to the Definitions of
Graphic/Written Text Relations
2.1 Representational Content
Based on the model of Kress and Van Leeuwen, the representational content of a
picture can be utilized to define how participants, processes, and circumstances are
portrayed (i.e., represented) in a picture (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 2006: 114). This
model can be visually presented in two ways, namely, as narrative images or as
concept images.
2.1.1 Narrative Images
Narrative images, of which Figures 1 and 2 are examples, are images that are
composed to create a sense of action or a sense of an event taking place in the
imagined world. This result is achieved by creating a “vector,” a line that connects
two or more participants in an image (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 2006: 59). In Figure
1, the vector is created by direction. All the participants (the king, his son, the
attendant, and the eavesdropping soldier) are gazing at or pointing to the direction of
the wounded soldier. Likewise, the soldier is returning the gaze by looking in the
direction of the king. This situation tells the reader that the main event in the picture
is the wounded soldier reporting the news to king. In Figure 2, the vector is the fire.
The attention of the witches is focused on the fire, and the fire is connected to the
witches by framing and color. This arrangement communicates to the reader that the
main action of the image is centered on the witches and the fire.
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2.1.2 Concept Images
In concept images, the participants are not represented in action; no vector joins
them. Rather, the participants are represented in a fixed state of being, such as a
portrait painting (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 2006: 79). Figure 3 is a concept picture.
In this scenario, the witch is represented in a close-up, similar to a portrait, staring in
the direction of the viewer.
2.2 Interactive Content
The interactive content of a picture is highly similar to the interpersonal function.
Therefore, just as the language content can be categorized into two basic positions,
either offering or demanding information/goods and services (Halliday 2004: 107),
the content of images can also be categorized into two types of images, namely,
offer image or demand image.
2.2.1 Offer Images
Figures 1 and 2 are pictures offering information to the viewer. The reader of the
image is placed, through long shots, at a detached distance from the image and is
expected to observe and analyze various elements framed in the picture: the
participants, what the participants are saying, and the circumstances.
2.2.2 Demand Images
Figure 3, in contrast to Figures 1 and 2, demands attention from the viewer. The
receiver is placed at a close-up, almost face to face with the sender of the
information. Thus, the illustrators have increased the value of the elements placed in
the picture. The reader is expected to focus on the words in the text, which carry the
general meaning of the text because these have been given salience and placed on
top. Additionally, the reader is expected to focus on the face of the witch, and with
eye to eye contact between the reader and the witch, the reader is expected to be
emotionally involved with the sender of the information (Eisner, 2004: 89).
3. Supporting Reading Comprehension Through a Definition of Graphic
Written Text Relations
The current study asserts that aligning the three areas of research outlined in the
preceding section, (the 2004 study of Lui, the 2008 semiotic research of Unsworth,
and the Kress and Van Leeuwen model) creates a model of graphic/written text
relations that can be used to predict the potential effects that a text will have on
reading comprehension. This section explains the model.
3.1 Concurrence in Narrative Offer Panels
To recap, concurrence occurs when the visual and the written texts send equivalent
information (Unsworth, 2008: 387). This relationship is shown in Figure 1. The
information in the graphic text concurs with, that is, repeats the information in the
written text. The written information framed in the text box “In his camp at Forres,
King Duncan receives news of his army’s battle …” is repeated in the visual frames.
The receivers of the news, the king and his attendants, are framed in one frame line,
receiving the news. The wounded soldier is framed in a separate frame line,
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delivering the news. Similarly, the graphic frame supports the information framed in
the speech bubbles of the central dialogue. When the king asks “Who is this man
covered in blood?” he is referring to the wounded soldier framed at a distance from
himself.

Figure 1: Concurrent Offer Panel

This type of panel, with a reiteration of the key linguistic items in the visual, is
expected to support reading comprehension (Lui, 2004: 237). However, although
this panel has the potential to support reading comprehension, the images may be
redundant for L2 learners because they may not need the images to support the
words. In the current study, this type of panel is called concurrent offer panel
(CCOP).
3.2 Complementation in Narrative/Offer Panels
Complementation occurs when the graphic and written texts send messages that are
clearly connected, but do not reiterate one another (Unsworth, 2008). As previously
mentioned, the reader is expected to process complex information that is spread
across both the graphic and the written texts (Figure 2). Thus, the graphic text
framed at the top communicates the main action of the witches casting a spell. The
written text framed beneath the image does not directly reiterate the graphic text; the
written text augments the graphic text by adding additional details, such as the
words of the spell itself. Relating the words (“I come Graymalkin,” “Paddock calls,”
and others) to the visual text may be difficult unless the reader has a linguistic and
perhaps, cultural knowledge of witchcraft.
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Figure 2: Complementary Offer Panel

This graphic/written text relation can be connected to reading comprehension
research. In these panels, the graphic and the written modes do not closely reiterate
the same message. Therefore, these are not expected to support reading
comprehension (Lui, 2004: 238). Incomprehension or miscomprehension may occur
with these types of panels. In the present study, these panels are called
complementary offer panels (COP).
3.3 Complementation in Demand/Concept Pictures
The graphic/written text relation of complementation occurs in demand/concept
pictures as well. In Figure 3, the written text contains information that is not directly
integrated with the graphic information. The writers/illustrators have chosen to make
the words salient. Moreover, they have chosen not to illustrate the underlying
function of the words in the image. Rather, they focused the attention of the reader
on the face of the speaker. From a textual viewpoint, this situation increases the
significance of the written text and the emotional content of the graphic text.
However, from an L2 perspective, the image cannot help the readers create a mental
picture of the written text because the image is communicating a message that is
different from that of the written text.
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Figure 3: Complementary Demand Panel

A generalization can be made on these types of panels in texts. If illustrators
use these demand/concept panels, they expect the readers to focus on the written text
and the image to receive an emotional message. From a reading comprehension
perspective, if this type of panel exists in a narrative text, the role of the L2 learners
is expected to be extremely active in this panel. The readers must linguistically
process all the words without visual clues and subsequently process the significance
of the image separately. Relating this type of image to reading comprehension
research (Lui, 2004: 238) with slight integration between the graphic and the visual
texts, the image is not expected to support reading comprehension. Rather, the image
is expected to create incomprehension or miscomprehension. In the present study,
these types of images are called complementary demand panels (CDP).
4. Defining the Graphic/Written Text Relations in the Macbeth Text
Theoretically, at least in this reading context, creating a model of graphic/written
text relations that can be used to predict the potential effects a text will have on
reading comprehension is possible. Thus, the SFG principles can be employed to
define the graphic written text relations. Moreover, the definitions of graphic/written
text relations can be related to reading comprehension research to assess the
potential comprehension of the students. The validity of this model was tested using
an excerpt from an authentic text not produced for the TESOL classroom. A total of
10 panels from Scenes 1 and 2 of Act 1 of “Macbeth: The Graphic Novel”
(McDonald et al., 2008) were used.
4.1 Determining Panel Types in the Macbeth Text
Applying the representational and interactive functions to the Macbeth text, the 10
panels were classified into two types: narrative offer panels and concept demand
panels (summarized in Table 2). Table 2 shows that the majority of the panels are
narrative offer panels, while concept demand panels constitute only three of the 10
panels.
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Table 2: Image Types in the Macbeth Text

Image Type 1
Narrative/ Offer
Panels 1,5,6,7,8,9,10

Image Type 2
Concept/ Demand
Panels 2,3,4

4.2 Predicted Effects of the Graphic/Text Relations on Reading Comprehension
The results of the analysis of the underlying graphic/written text relations of the
Macbeth text and their potential effects on reading comprehension are shown in
Table 3. Only panels 1 and 7 show the graphic/written text relation of concurrence
that is expected to support reading comprehension. The other images ask the reader
to process complementary written text messages and graphic text messages, which
are not closely integrated. Therefore, students are expected to find the text difficult
to process.
Table 3: Graphic/Written Text Relations and Their Effects on Reading Comprehension

Panel Type
CCOP
CCOP
CDP
COP
COP
COP
COP
COP
COP
COP

Panel Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

R/C Relationship
Support/Redundancy
Supports/Redundancy
No support/hindrance
No support/hindrance
No support/hindrance
No support/hindrance
No support/hindrance
No support/hindrance
No support/hindrance
No support/hindrance

Key: CCOP = Concurrent Offer Panel; CDP = Complementary Offer Panel; COP =
Concurrent Offer Panel; R/C = Reading Comprehension

5. Summary of Classroom Research
The validity of the theoretical model was tested in the classroom to measure whether
these predicted reading comprehension relationships can actually occur in a group of
(L2) learners. The classroom study was based on the 2004 study of Lui. The goal of
the current study is to replicate the study of Lui by using an authentic graphic text in
a classroom situation with a modified research instrument. The participants were
intermediate Japanese university students with ages between 18 and 22 years.
5.1 Data Collection
Data collection was based on immediate recall protocols (IRPs) used in the 2004
study of Lui. IRPs offer advantages over other methods (e.g., comprehension
questions, true/false questions, etc.) because these avoid the problem of
“interrelatedness” (Bernhardt, 1983: 27-28). Interrelatedness refers to how the
information in a research instrument repeats key information from the passage and,
therefore, provides extra linguistic clues. For example, in a comprehension question,
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skilled readers can relate key words in the question to key words in the passage, a
common test-taking strategy. In this type of study, which measures the effects of
visual information compared with linguistic information, these key words may
provide extra linguistic clues to the readers.
5.2 Student Feedback Sheets
Student feedback sheets were produced to collect the data. The feedback sheets
divided the texts into a series of information units: graphic text information Units
(GIU) for group A (12 students) based on comic book panels and written text
information units (WIU) for group B (12 students). The sheets were divided into IUs
rather than panels or chunks of written text to ensure that both groups of students
had identical written information at each stage of the summary process. Both groups
of students read the text. As the students read the text, they were asked to summarize
the information they understood for each IU in the relevant box on the feedback
sheets. Due to the potential difficulty in some areas of the authentic text, the students
were informed that summarization could be detailed or brief and in English or
Japanese.
5.3 Results
The results of the t-test (Table 3) show the absence of significant statistical
difference in reading comprehension between the two groups. However, this is a
very small sample; thus, caution should be exercised when discussing the findings.
As predicted in the theoretical model of graphic/written text relations, CDP (Table 3:
CDP 2, Group A = 6, Group B = 8) did not support reading comprehension for
Group A. In fact, fewer students understood the text in Group A than in Group B.
Similarly, COP did not support reading comprehension. COP 6 (Table 3: Group A =
3, Group B = O), COP 7 (Table 3: Group A = 2, Group B = 0), and COP 8 (Table 3:
Group A = 1, Group B = 0) show no support. However, the results for COP 4 (Table
3: Group A = 9, Group B = 3), although not statistically significant, are interesting
because despite the predicted effects of incomprehension or miscomprehension, nine
students were able to understand the text in group A, whereas only three understood
it in Group B.
The interpretation of the written text in this panel (the words “I come
Graymalkin,” “Paddock calls,” etc.) rely on linguistic and perhaps, cultural
knowledge of witchcraft. The ability of Group A to decipher these ambiguous terms
of witchcraft seems to have been created by a combination of the sequencing of the
visual panels and the changes in color modality, which allowed the students to create
an overall picture slowly. Thus, referring to Appendix 1, the students could read the
setting of the scene offer picture (panel 1) through the detail that provides demand
pictures (panels 2, 3, and 4) to the final climatic offer pictures (panels 4 and 5).
Moreover, the color modality of the panels changes, from the neutrality of greens
and browns to the drama of red, as the spell is being cast. This observation supports
the contention that other factors, such as the juxtaposition of images (McCloud,
1993: 2-8) or color modality (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 2006: 160-174), must
likewise be drawn into any model to define how multi-modal texts organize
information to create meaning. Moreover, an explanation for the positive effects of
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visuals could be derived from the schema theory (Cook, 1989). The schema theory
suggests that incoming data must be matched with the expectations of the readers for
comprehension to occur. For the nine Group A students, the juxtaposition of the
images and the color modality may have assisted them in interpreting and matching
the incoming data with their own expectations. This is an area that can be
investigated in future research.
In CCOP, no significant difference between the two groups exists (Table 3:
CCOP 1, Group A = 11, Group B = 12, CCOP 5, Group A = 12, Group B = 12).
However, these results cannot provide insights into the level of support offered by
the concurrent graphic/written text relations. In both groups, the comprehension of
the students was high, which suggests that their proficiency level was not below the
written text level. Therefore, the effects of the support level of the graphic/written
text relation cannot be measured. However, the results indicate redundancy. Thus,
from an L2 perspective, the graphic text is redundant because students could
understand the words even without the images.
Table 4: Differences in Comprehension Between Groups A and B

Panel Type
CCOP 1
CCOP 5
CDP 2
COP 3
COP 4
COP 6
COP 7
COP 8
t-test
Mean

Group A
11
12
6
9
9
3
2
1
0.315890663
5.923987851

Group B
12
12
8
10
3
0
0
0
5.625

The table shows that no significant statistical difference exists in the comprehension of the
texts by the two groups. The paired, two tail t-test yielded a t of 0.315890663, which was
insignificant at p < 0.05 (with df = 23) and a critical value of 2.069.
Key: CCOP = Concurrent Offer Panel; CDP = Complimentary Demand Panel; COP =
Complimentary Offer Picture.

6. Discussion: Question and Answer with Participants
The following points were discussed during the conference.
a) In teaching, can you recommend types of images that could support
curriculum goals? For example, what types of images could support academic
reading/writing?
To the best of the writer’s knowledge, a taxonomy of graphic/written text relations
that could address different curriculum goals has not been formulated yet. However,
the SFG study could help create such taxonomy because the SFG models, such as
the one outlined in this paper, enable teachers to classify graphic/written text
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relations. Teachers can use the classifications to investigate the types of images that
support their teaching goals. For example, in classes where the language or concepts
being introduced are difficult for learners, the concurrent graphic/written text
relations are most appropriate. Conversely, complementary graphic/written text
relationships would be suitable in classes where learners are being encouraged to
think creatively.
b) Questions on the validity of the model and the findings were raised.
Participants believed intuitively that images would support written text
comprehension. Moreover, the participants put forward the idea that the model was
too crude to account for the inherent complexities in the cognitive comprehension
process. The current study could be expanded/replicated to account for this
complexity. The following suggestions were provided: 1) expand the model to
include a wider range of current multimodal research; 2) repeat the experiment using
larger groups of students and a wider range of texts; 3) conduct similar experiments
in which the research instruments are different and where comprehension questions,
rather than IRPs, can be used (comprehension questions may provide different
results and the problem of interrelatedness could be mitigated because both groups
would have the same linguistic clues); and 4) investigate the extent to which cultural
issues could interfere with comprehension. In this experiment, the Shakespeare texts,
both image and the written texts, were loaded with cultural information, which may
have hindered the comprehension of Japanese students. Extensive research needs to
be conducted to determine how culture knowledge can influence the comprehension
of multimodal texts.
7. Conclusions
The definition of graphic/written text relations was successful. The definition could
predict the effects that multi-modal texts would have on reading comprehension.
Thus, in the relationships defined as concurrence, where the images may have
supported reading comprehension, the graphic text made no positive contribution to
reading because the students could understand the written text without the images at
this level of proficiency. In the relationships defined as complementation, where the
graphic text added to or augmented the information given in the written text, rather
than repeating it, the graphic/written text relation did not support reading
comprehension because the students could not use the images to infer the meaning
of the words. However, as discussed in the preceding sections, these findings are
tentative and should be investigated further.
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Abstract
This is a follow-up study on linguistic strategies employed by corporations in
organizing customer behavior through public discourse (see Chik, 2014). In this
paper, instances of corporate enabling texts in Japanese and English are examined to
identify the rhetorical strategies in construing knowledge and enacting command.
More specifically, this paper examines the similarities and differences in the choice
of lexicogrammatical resources that realize the rhetorical relations in company
privacy policy, a regulating text that explains and regulates the handling of personal
information in the commercial context. The system of RHETORICAL RELATIONS
developed by Matthiessen (1995, 2002, 2015), a modified version of the Rhetorical
Structure Theory (RST, see Mann and Thompson, 1987, 1988) is deployed to
analyze the rhetorical relations that form the principle organization of the text. First,
the sample texts are analyzed to identify a global rhetorical organization that
characterizes privacy policy. Next, rhetorical relations that increase the reader’s
inclination to accept the propositions and those that increase the reader’s readiness
to comply with the proposals are scrutinized. Finally, lexicogramamtical resources
that realize the rhetorical relations in Japanese and English privacy policies are
compared and discussed.
1. Introduction
Modern corporation is a social system in which social practices are produced,
shaped and negotiated through discourse between the interactants within the system
of corporate communication. Corporate communication, therefore, can be viewed as
a meaning system that consists of a set of activities in which corporations send
messages to different stakeholders including consumers, business partners,
employees, investors, media and the general public with the aim at creating
favorable point of view among them (c.f. Riel and Formbrun, 2007; Breeze, 2013).
This study is concerned with privacy policy, a written discourse that shapes and
negotiates the handling of personal information under the legal domain within the
meaning system of corporate communication. Organizations face tremendous
challenge from both the government and general public to produce written privacy
policies that are comprehensible for the lay readers (Dataguidance.com, 2013). The
lack of standardization and regulation on the language use in privacy policies led to
variation in word choice, length and grammatical construct of the discourse. As a
39
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result, privacy policies became target for criticisms on intelligibility and clarity
issues due to their lengthy and complex linguistic features, many of which are
borrowed from the legal register (e.g. Cellan-Jones, 2014).
In terms of text typology, it is a representative example of ‘enabling regulating’ text type, one of the eight broad categories under the registerial
cartography developed by Matthiessen and Teruya (see e.g. Matthiessen, 2006, in
press; Teruya, 2007). Unlike pure procedural instructional texts such as recipes that
are mainly organized by enhancing relations in temporal sequence (Matthiessen,
2002, 2015), corporate enabling texts often focus on extensive reasoning that
involves circumstance, condition, purpose and cause to inform and instruct or
regulate the reader based on policies and rules in the business environment (cf.
Iedema, 1997).
To investigate how global corporations explain and describe the complex
notion of privacy, and regulate and control customer behavior linguistically through
privacy policies, rhetorical relations that organize segments of text to ‘justify’ events
that may be vulnerable to threats of privacy invasion, and to ‘motivate’ and ‘enable’
customers to take certain actions are analyzed systemic functionally. The findings
will demonstrate how language is used similarly and differently in Japanese and
English in corporate communication to establish the corporation as a law-abiding
corporate citizen yet a trustworthy and professional service provider in the social
context of privacy policy.
2. Research methodology
This study is part of a long-term project on comparative study of Japanese and
English written discourse. A sample data that consists of six privacy policies (23,391
words) with length ranging from 2,731 words to 8,397 words from companies of
different industry sectors is selected randomly for text analysis. Both translated and
parallel texts in Japanese and English are analyzed to identify linguistic features that
characterize the variation of language use in the source text as well as the target text.
Drawing on SFL’s holistic approach to text in context, this study examines privacy
policies in a tri-stratal manner by first exploring the contextual parameters of field,
tenor and mode. Next, it examines the semantics that realize the context with a focus
on the system of RHETORICAL RELATIONS (see Matthiessen, 1995, 2002, 2015), a
modified version of RST that was originally developed by Mann, Thompson and
Matthiessen in 1980s. Finally, it investigates the lexicogramamtical resources that
realize the rhetorical relations.
2.1 The System of RHETORICAL RELATIONS
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) is a framework that describes and classifies
rhetorical relations based on hierarchical structure and functional terms (Mann and
Thompson, 1987, 1988). Under the classical RST, texts are organized in pre-defined
schemas that specify how component parts of text combine to form the whole text.
The key elements of RST are relations and text segments. The relation definitions
identify particular relationships that can hold between two text segments. The most
frequent structural pattern is that two segments of text are related such that one of
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them has a specific role (more central to the writer) relative to the other: nucleussatellite relation (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Nucleus-satellite structure by RST

Nucleus-satellite relation is graphically represented as a vertical line that
represents the nucleus and a curved line that links the supporting satellite to the
nucleus. In figure 1, clause [1] is the nucleus that represents the writer’s proposition
and the satellite that is realized in clauses [2]-[3] serve as ‘evidence’ in an enhancing
rhetorical relation, which increases the reader’s inclination to accept or have positive
regard toward the nucleus. Another structural pattern is multinuclear, which is
characterized by relations that hold among two or more text segments of equal
weight in the discourse structure with no corresponding satellites (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Multinuclear structure by RST

The multinuclear relation is graphically represented by a sequence of adjacent
nuclei organized in multiple straight lines that descend from one node. Using a
recipe as an example, Figure 2 illustrates the multinuclear relations of sequence that
hold clauses [1] to [3]. While there is no corresponding satellite to a single nucleus,
each clause is a nucleus of equal weight organized in sequence of time.
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This study adopts the system of RHETORICAL RELATIONS developed by
Matthiessen (1995, 2002, 2015), a modified version of the classical RST that
represents the logical organization of text that takes into consideration the spectrum
of metafunctions of SFL, covering the different modes of meaning including
ideational, interpersonal and textual. In terms of stratification, the system of
RHETORICAL RELATIONS is located under the field of discourse. The nature of the
activity is reflected in the choice of the rhetorical relations used to develop the text
in terms of its overall organization. In terms of metafunction, it is within the logical
mode of the ideational metafunction, realized directly by clause complexing under
the systems of TAXIS and LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS. Table 1 gives a
summary of the rhetorical relations that correspond to the logico-semantic type
under ideational meaning.
Table 1: Logico-semantic type and nuclearity in rhetorical relations (Matthiessen, 2015)

Under the system of RHETORICAL RELATIONS, three primary systems, TAXIS,
ORIENTATION and LOGICO-SEMANTIC TYPE are at work simultaneously to
organize text. In this study, the discussion will be focused on the systems of TAXIS
and LOGCIO-SEMANTIC TYPE. TAXIS, also referred to as nuclearity presents the
choice between ‘nucleus-satellite’ relations where one segment of text has more
weight than the other, and ‘multi-nuclear’ ones where all segments of text are
equally weighted. The system of LOGICO-SEMANTIC TYPE presents the choice
between two primary types of logical relations, ‘projection’ and ‘expansion’. This
system corresponds to the one at lexicogrammatical level with the same sub-types of
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extending, elaborating and enhancing under ‘expansion’, and quoting and reporting
under ‘projection’. Figure 3 presents a diagrammatical representation of the partial
system of RHETORICAL RELATION.

Figure 3: A partial system of RHETORICAL RELATIONS
(adopted from Matthiessen, 2015)

Texts vary registerially in whether the most global rhetorical nexuses are multinuclear or nucleus-satellite nexuses (Matthiessen, 2015). For example, taxonomic
expounding texts tend to be organized by nucleus-satellite relations of elaborating
type, whereas procedural enabling texts such as recipes are typically organized by
multi-nuclear relations of circumstance in sequence of time. From a systemic
functional perspective, rhetorical relations can be realized in a number of ways. For
example, they can be realized directly in a congruent manner by clause combining
(e.g. Matthiessen and Thompson, 1988; Matthiessen, 2002) with explicit markers
such as structural conjunction if, because, so and cohesive conjunction however,
therefore, consequently (c.f. Halliday and Hasan, 1976; Halliday and Matthiessen,
2004). Moreover, they can be realized metaphorically through experiential grammar
in terms of process type or verb e.g. p causes q in a relational clause and
circumstantial elements such as preposition because of, both of which carry the
meaning of ‘cause and effect’ (e.g. Matthiessen, 1995). This study focuses on the
ideational grammatical realization of rhetorical relations to explore how corporate
enabling text is organized systemic functionally to (i) increase reader’s belief in the
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proposition and (ii) increase reader’s ability to comply with command in Japanese
and English within the domain of ‘enabling’ in corporate communication.
3. Summary of findings
3.1 Contextual parameters
In terms of field, privacy policy is categorized under the socio-semiotic process of
‘enabling’ with the subtype of ‘regulating’ (see Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014;
Matthiessen, in press; Teruya, 2007 for eight primary types of socio-semiotic
processes). The major social functions are to build knowledge about rights and
obligations regarding privacy and to enact relationship between company and
customer through command and request. Tenor is characterized by the institutional
roles assumed by service provider and customer, with unequal power between the
two interactants. The writer (service provider) is an expert in the particular
information on privacy handling and therefore has power over the addressee
(customer), who is novice in this situation. However, the addressee has power to file
a complaint or even to terminate the service all together. In regulating customer
behavior, the writer is the regulator and the addressee is the one being regulated. In
terms of mode, privacy policy is a formal written monologic text published on the
web channel with language assuming the constitutive role in construing experience.
3.2 Global organization
A rhetorical-relations analysis of the six sample texts reveals that the global
organization for privacy policy resembles that of a taxonomy expounding text,
which is characterized by a generic structure of General Statement ^Description
based on nucleus-satellite relations (Matthiessen, 2015). A General Statement that
introduces the subject matter of the privacy policy is realized by a global nucleus e.g.
This Privacy Policy describes how and when Twitter collects, uses and shares your
information when you use our Services (Twitter), and the Description is realized by a
global satellite. The global satellite comprises the remainder of the text organized in
‘additive’ series of segments, which are categorized under headings in noun phrases
that correspond to the verb elements in the General Statement. For example,
headings such as collection and use of information and sharing of information
correspond to Twitter collects, uses and shares your information in the General
Statement. The rest of the text then develops through elaborating and extending
relations to provide details for each component part of the policy. See Figure 4 for a
diagrammatic illustration of the nucleus-satellite structure of an example of the
global organization of English privacy policy under the system of RHETORICAL
RELATIONS.
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Figure 4: Global organization of privacy policy under the system of RHETORICAL
RELATIONS (Twitter privacy policy)

However, since privacy policy is subject to ongoing update and revision to
comply with the changing privacy laws and regulations, the sections under
Description may expand and not directly correspond to the exact wordings in the
General Statement. In some instances, General Statement may contain wordings that
are general e.g. Handling of Personal Information in Telecommunication (Softbank),
in which handling is an umbrella term that can include various actions including
collecting, using, sharing, etc. Nonetheless, the ‘additive’ series of satellite do
contain corresponding sections that describe the different aspects of ‘handling’ of
personal information such as purpose of use and sharing. Other sample texts employ
a combination of specific and general wordings to indicate to the reader what to
expect in the Description. e.g. This Privacy Statement addresses what personal
information we collect and how we handle the personal information shared with us
(General Motors). Moreover, three out of six privacy policies contain an optional
Background section, which sets the scene for the General Statement. The potential
generic global organization of privacy policy can therefore be further refined to
[Background] ^ General Statement ^ Description.
3.3 Local organization
Considering the functional diversity within privacy policy, a sub-section
“Information Collection and Use” (Texts 1&2) is selected for the analysis of
rhetorical relations at the local level as well as comparative analysis between
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Japanese and English. The macro-structure of the sub-section also resembles that of
the overall generic structure of General Statement ^ Description (See Figures 5 & 6).
In terms of logico-semantic type, the text is organized mainly through expansion
dominated by enhancing relations in both languages. No projection is found in this
sample text (see Table 2).
English: enhancing 48% > elaborating 37% > extending 14%
Japanese: enhancing 48% > extending 33%> elaborating 19%
Text 1 - Twitter privacy policy “Information Collection and Use” (English)

Table 2: Frequency counts of rhetorical relations in English source text and Japanese
target text of Twitter’s “Information Collection and Use” section.
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Within the enhancing type, the purpose relation is most frequent in both
languages. It is observed in the sample text that rhetorical relations of the enhancing
type function to increase addressee’s inclination to accept or acknowledge
propositions by legitimizing events that open up the privacy boundary You may
provide information, arguing that it is necessary to customize your account… (see
Example 1), or by increasing the addressee’s ability You may use your account
setting to accept the proposal of providing autonomy to unsubscribe from
notifications from Twitter (Example 2).
Example 1

Example 2

Text 2-Twitter privacy policy “Information Collection and Use” (Japanese)
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Figure 5: Rhetorical relations of “Information Collection and Use” –English

Figure 6: Rhetorical relations of “Information Collection and Use” - Japanese
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While in English original text, all of the rhetorical relations are realized directly
by the grammar in structural conjunctions such as to for purpose relations, if for
condition relations, etc., most of the purpose relations (four out of six instances, see
clauses 11, 13, 17, 21 in Figure 5) in the Japanese target text are realized in the
enhancing noun mokuteki 目的 ‘purpose’ or noun phrase using no tame ‘purpose of’.
Let’s take a look at one of the examples and compare the Japanese target to its
English original.
Example 3: English source text: clauses [10.1-10.3]
Semantics
Rhetorical
Relations

Lexicogrammar
TAXIS

Nucleus

[10.1] We collect and use your information
below

α

Satellite
(purpose)

[10.2] to provide our Services
[10.3]and to measure and improve them over
time.

×β 1
+2

Example 4: Japanese target text: clauses [11.1-11.3]
Semantics
Rhetorical
Relations
[11.1]Twitter

Nucleus

[11.2]
、
ika no user joohoo o shuushuu shi,
and collects the user information below,
[11.3]
shiyoo shimasu.
and uses (the user information below).

purpose
additive

Lexicogrammar
TAXIS

Satellite
(purpose)

Logicosemantic

Logicosemantic

β×
temporal:
progressive

、
Twitter wa service no teikyoo oyobi kongo no
service hyooka to koojoo o mokuteki to shite,
Twitter regards the provision of service and
the evaluation and improvement of service as
our purpose,
α 1

additive

2+

The purpose relations in example 4 is realized by the enhancing noun mokuteki
‘purpose’, which is assigned the experiential role of Identifier in an “assigned” type
of relational clause where the two events organized as satellites are also nominalized
as service no teikyoo
‘the provision of service’ and service hyooka
to koojo
‘the evaluation and improvement of service’ to
support the nucleus [11.2 – 11.3] Other indirect realization of purpose relations
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through enhancing nouns including clauses [13] no tame ni ‘purpose of’, [17] no
tame no ‘of the purpose of’ and [21] suru mokuteki de ‘by means of purpose of’ (as
highlighted in Figure 4.10).
Since privacy policy is a regulating text, the success of the text also relates to
the tenor or the interpersonal relationships that are enacted the in the context of
situation. In this case, the internal rhetorical relations such as motivation and
enablement that organizes proposals in the form of suggestion and recommendation
function to increase the addressee’s readiness to comply with the proposals.
Example 5

Example 6

In English (example 5), the nucleus realized in a proposal (suggestion) [22.1]
You may choose to upload your address book is motivated by a desired result
realized in the satellite [22.2] we can help you find Twitter users you know. The
rhetorical relation of motivation is realized grammatically by structural conjunction
so that to indicate the causal relation at the lexicogrammatical level, which functions
as a motivation to accept the proposal at the semantic level. However, in Japanese
(example 6), the same motivation relation is realized indirectly through Thematic
development and lexical cohesion by repeating the lexical item adoresu choo
‘address book’ as Goal in [23] that the customer is empowered to upload
through modalization of ‘ability’ upload suru koto ga dekimasu and also as Theme
in [24.1] and Subject that helps to achieve a desired outcome described in the
satellite.
4. Concluding remarks
Rhetorical relations are useful resources in identifying strategies employed to
organize text to achieve the intended objectives as defined by its contextual
environment. In privacy policy, the main activities in the field are to explain and
regulate privacy. A generic global rhetorical structure of [Background] ^ General
Statement ^ Description is identified from the sample texts. The global nucleus is
realized in a General Statement, which is elaborated by a global satellite in the form
of a Description organized in an ‘additive’ series of text segments that develop the
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remainder of the text. This pattern of global organization is typical in corporate legal
texts such as ‘Terms and Conditions’ and ‘Privacy Policy’. At the local level,
attributing to the success in explaining and regulating privacy are enhancing
relations such as purpose relations that increase the addressee’s acceptance of the
propositions to ‘provide or disclose personal information’ through satellites that are
presented as legitimate and beneficial, and motivation and enablement relations that
increase addressee’s acceptance of proposals. Additive relations organize satellites
that are of equal weights into taxonomy of propositions to guide addressee from one
component to another. Rhetorical relations help construct a rhetorical map to guide
the addressee through the logical development of the text. However, they are also
influenced by the lexicogrammatical resources in which they manifest, especially
when different languages have different preferences in the selection of
lexicogrammatical resources due to structural, contextual and socio-cultural
constraints.
In this study, it is observed that rhetorical relations are comparable between
Japanese and English at the global level. However, at the local level, difference in
lexicogrammatical choices between the two languages start to emerge at increasing
levels of delicacy. For example, in realizing purpose relations, Japanese has a
general tendency to select lexical items such as an enhancing noun (see example 4)
or Theme and lexical cohesion (see example 6) instead of structural conjunction as
preferred by English. The preference in the linguistic selection in Japanese could be
structurally and registerially motivated. In written legal discourse, the identifying
relational process is commonly selected over material process as it gives the speaker
the power as the ‘regulator’ who legitimize the act by assigning identity and attribute
to events instead of directly involving in the event as Participant e.g. service no
teikyoo o mokuteki to shite ‘we consider the provision of service as the purpose’ is
selected over the congruent way service o teikyoo suru tame ‘in order to provide
service’ (see example 4). This kind of selection is consistent across Japanese
whether in source text or target text within the sample data, indicating that to fully
uncover the rhetorical strategies in Japanese corporate enabling text, textual analysis
may provide complementary perspectives in addition to logico-semantic type. The
next step is to extend the study to include a systematic investigation of textual
realization of rhetorical relations through the system of THEME & COHESION and to
verify findings with Japanese as source and target text with reference to English
equivalents.
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David Dykes
Yokkaichi University
Abstract
Martin and Rose’s (2008) repertory of instructing and informing text-types has been
influential in Systemic Functional text studies for some years, and has helped to
provide attainment goals for first-language writing training and, to some extent, in
second-language learning as well. However, only certain widely used text types have
been singled out for attention, and the ones that have been chosen are often treated
in ways that are more firmly fixed than is realistic. A more conceptual and less
institutional approach to potential text types is also needed, at least as a corrective,
and that is being supplied recently through the work of Matthiessen, Teruya and
Lam (2010) on text-types understood as a typology of what is possible. In this
presentation I consider this problem of how to deal with these less fixed text
functions and patterns in the form of a small survey of the sorts of travel reviews
currently found on the TripAdvisor website.
1. Fields of socio-semiotic process and activity
In a previous conference presentation to this association (Dykes, 2014) I commented
on a ‘topological’ approach to the analysis of socio-semiotic field processes
perfected some five years ago by Matthiessen, Teruya and Lam (2010: 95-96) and
now integrated into mainstream SFL theory (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014: 39-40).
This approach has since been applied to a varying range of social contexts (e.g.,
Chik, 2013) to provide a base for text comparisons in many fields of activity and
language use. At its simplest, it confronts the analyst with a choice among eight
‘process’ or ‘activity’ categories of expounding, reporting, recreating, sharing, doing,
enabling, recommending and exploring, which can be set out conceptually as
segments on a wheel of interaction patterns:
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expounding

exploring

reporting

recommending

recreating

enabling

doing

sharing

Figure 1: Field – socio-semiotic process (activity) represented as a topology
(Halliday, rev. Matthiessen, 2014: 37, simplified)

My arrangement of this figure differs in two respects from the one found in
Halliday and Matthiessen. For one thing, I have rotated it 22½ degrees clockwise, so
that the vertical axis does not bisect the ‘expounding’ and ‘doing’ segments at top
and bottom, but follows the dividing line between ‘exploring’ and ‘expounding’ at
the top and ‘doing’ and sharing’ at the bottom. It seems to me that this helps to
reveal an implied division between processes of ‘proposal’ (with goals in action or
outcome) on the left side of the axis and processes of ‘proposition’ (with goals in
representation or experience) on the right. This in turn helps to relate the figure to
the fundamental division into ‘instructing’ (left) and ‘informing’ (right) in Martin
and Rose (2008: 7) and, long before that, to the division into exchanges of ‘directing’
(for outcomes in action) and ‘informing’ (for outcomes in knowledge) in Sinclair
and Coulthard (1975: 28). The terms ‘proposal’ and ‘proposition’, the reader will
probably have noticed, come from the discussion of primary speech functions in
Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 138-139), which derives in turn from the primary
division of clause functions into imperative and indicative.
My second modification of the figure is that I have simplified it by leaving out
an outer ring in which each process type is more divided into subtypes. My purpose
here is to make the representation less cluttered and more practical. But for
completeness’ sake, let me specify that ‘doing’ in the original figure is divided into
subtypes of collaborating or directing; ‘enabling’ into regulating or instructing;
‘recommending’ into advising or promoting; ‘exploring’ into reviewing or arguing;
‘expounding’ into explaining or categorizing; ‘reporting’ into inventorying,
surveying or chronicling; ‘recreating’ into narrating or dramatizing; and ‘sharing’
into the sharing of either experiences or values. Finally, there is also a complication
to note in the evolution history of the figure. The segments for ‘enabling’ and
‘recommending’ in Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) began the other way round in
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Matthiessen, Teruya, and Lam (2010: 221). My surmise is that this change in order
was so as to allow ‘enabling’ to be represented as a step up in complexity from
directing or collaborating, with ‘recommending’ as a step up again, requiring a fuller
evaluation of purpose. If this is so, ‘exploring’ in the 2014 version is a ceiling-level
process of reviewing such purposes and arguing for them.
In my last presentation (Dykes, 2014: 29-30), I used this division into
‘proposals’ and ‘propositions’ as a key for looking back over past grammatical
theory and examining relations between the grammar of mood and the pragmatics of
speech function. Here, I note this only in passing, without going into detail. My aim
this time is the more practical one of using the categories in the topology wheel (as
modified in Figure 1) as a basis for identifying distributions of functions in a corpus
of user-generated ‘reviews’ from a one-month period (August, 2014) for the
attraction the ‘Fifth Station of Mount Fuji’ on the website TripAdvisor. As recorded
above, Matthiessen, Teruya and Lam (2010: 92) locate ‘reviewing’ on the outer ring
of their topology wheel as a subtype of ‘exploring’, specifically the exploring of
‘societal values in public’. But as we shall see, the texts actually posted as reviews
on the TripAdvisor site also include passages of ‘expounding’, ‘recommending’, and
especially ‘sharing’. To ascertain how these actual hybrid reviews fit in with the
primary process or activity types presented in the topology, I will need first to survey
what types, or combinations of types, can be identified as recurring most often.
2. Sharper and looser interaction purposes
One of the creators of the Fig. 1 topology diagram has confirmed to me in a private
conversation that the arrangement of the categories in it did not depend on a prior
scheme of ordering (Teruya, 2013: private conversation). I am ready to accept, at
any rate, that it was not constructed, in the way that Martin and Rose’s (2008: 22)
‘repertory’ of text genres was, from an ordered sequence of binary distinctions such
as ‘things/events’ or ‘specific/general’. Nevertheless, it seems unescapable that the
division into proposals on the left and propositions on the right is a hard fact, and
that the processes are motivated more simply (towards doing / sharing) at the bottom
and more complexly (towards exploring / expounding) at the top. If the top left and
right segments complement each other as neatly as the bottom left and right ones do,
this is because socially complex patterns of ‘exploring’ are as intimately grounded in
patterns of ‘expounding’ as simpler patterns of ‘doing’ are in patterns of ‘sharing’.
But this is no more than is to be expected in any sort of interaction exchange where
‘instructing’ and ‘informing’ motives are methodically coordinated.
But it is not always the case that parties in an interaction are impelled by
matching motives, or even by systemically complementary ones. The exchange of
user-generated reviews on a website is an example of an activity that, while closely
controlled in procedure and format, can be engaged in for widely diverging purposes.
In any one coupling of a review writer with a reader, there is not much to constrain
the reader to react to the contents in the way expected by the writer, or to constrain
either the writer or the reader to keep to a particular kind of reviewing agenda
favoured by the site creator. For one review writer, the main purpose of the review
may be to share an experience while for another the point may be more to provide
guidance to future visitors or to subject local management failings to public criticism.
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And in each case, the reader – if this textual intention is even noticed at all – may
choose to be guided by it or to dismiss it as a local case of bad luck or as the private
outlook of one person.
One reason for my choice of TripAdvisor as a text source is because it also
offers an illustration of how the apparently fixed intentions of the site owner may
change over time. TripAdvisor was created in 2000 as a platform for travel
information from various sources, of which the user-generated category proved to be
outstandingly popular. The name ‘TripAdvisor’ was not meant to be associated with
user-generated reviews, however, and no claim has ever been made that
self-nominated review writers are a sound source of advice in individual cases.
However, this has not held back the growth of a more general perception that even if
reviewers are individually misleading, they can be trusted cumulatively if read in
sufficient numbers and with an allowance for variable expectations. In this sense, the
site owner (since 2004, Expedia Inc.) does appear to offer reviews as a specific
information resource rather than as an open site users’ forum. Those who distinguish
themselves by contributing a sufficient number of ratings or comments can earn
themselves status titles such as ‘senior advisor’, conferred by the owner.
If the site had not become so influential, this consensus-forming function might
have gone on working reliably. The system was open to manipulation, however, and
eventually evidence began to mount up of positive or negative bogus reviews being
posted on a large scale. In 2012, the UK Advertising Standards Authority upheld a
group of complaints and ordered TripAdvisor to drop its claim of offering ‘reviews
that you can trust’ (http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-16823012). Currently, on
the site’s homepage (www.tripadvisor.com), ‘reviews and advice’ are more carefully
referred to as two distinct services, and a standard introductory remark at the top of
the review form identifies the content preemptively as the writer’s private input:
‘Your first-hand experiences really help other travelers. Thanks!’
Comparing this standard remark with the descriptions of the eight
socio-semiotic processes or activities in Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 35-36),
however, it soon becomes clear that the site owner is taking every step possible to
avoid the responsibility of carrying information that can be definitely assigned to
any of them. ‘First-hand experiences’ suggest ‘sharing’, but in Halliday and
Matthiessen’s list, this is described as ‘sharing personal experiences and values,
prototypically in private’ – which is far removed from the business-influencing
effect of a TripAdvisor review. ‘Help other travelers’ suggests the ‘advice’ subtype of
‘recommending’, except that it is not clear – and needs to be kept strictly deniable –
that the review is ‘recommending some course of activity … for the sake of the
addressee through advice’. The name ‘review’ for the user-generated text seems to
connect with the ‘reviewing’ subtype of ‘exploring’, which has to do with ‘exploring
societal values …, prototypically in the public arena’, but again, if these are
commercially marketed societal values, such as hotel or restaurant services, this
would lay the site owner open to charges of unfair interference in business, which
probably accounts for why the word ‘review’ has been replaced here by ‘first-hand
experiences’. Finally, the signing-off word ‘Thanks!’ sets the site owner’s part in the
overall exchange discreetly apart as a secondary (separate-responding) act of
‘acceptance’ rather than as a primary (shared-initiating) act of advancing whatever
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proposal or proposition the user-generated review might be claimed to have realised.
In other words, all the elaborate linguistic attention given to the user-generated
review just at the point where the writer is invited to compose and post it seems to
be calculated to ensure that its socio-semiotic field status cannot be confidently
assigned to any one place on the topology wheel. This is not necessarily a failing of
the wheel diagram itself. On the contrary, all of this avoidance of clear classification
may be a sign that Halliday and Matthiessen’s wheel accurately represents usual
assumptions in commerce and business that a successful website owner accordingly
needs to be able to squirm past linguistically.
My interest here, however, is not with the ambiguous wording of the review
writing instructions so much as with the writers’ variable understandings of what it
is that they are expected to post on the TripAdvisor site. My analysis of this, based
on a small corpus of eleven examples, will follow in the next section.
3. The eight process categories
The categories into which I mean to sort passages in the review texts are the ones in
Figure 1 (‘doing’, ‘enabling’, ‘recommending’, ‘exploring’, ‘sharing’, ‘recreating’,
‘reporting’, ‘expounding’), using the recognition criteria in Halliday and
Matthiessen (2014: 35-36). But in addition, I wish to make some further remarks
about the places of the processes or activities in the wheel. I have already said that,
with a shift to the axis, it is possible to divide the wheel into a left-hand half for
action or outcome proposals and a right-hand half for representational or
experiential propositions. Further, I have noted that the social scope of the processes
is more particular lower down and more general higher up. Based on these broad
characteristics, I now want to suggest that the figure can be divided into quadrants:
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Representations in
general FACTS

Action outcomes in
general VALUES

Action outcomes
of particular
ACTS

Representations of
particular EXPERIENCES

Figure 2: More general semantics behind the processes (activities) of Figure 1

Working up clockwise from the vertical axis in the ACTS quadrant, there is a
progression from a direct use of actions (in collaborating and then directing) to a use
of words in instructing and regulating. A relaxation of coercive power then leads into
the VALUES quadrant, starting a reliance on personal authority in recommendation,
in the forms of either advising or promoting, and continuing with more appeal to the
normative authorities of value reviews and arguments. Then returning back down to
the bottom again and working up anti-clockwise from the EXPERIENCES quadrant,
the progression up the right-hand side starts from a sharing of particular experiences
and emotions to a more public recreation of dramatised or narrated ones. In the
FACTS quadrant, this is followed by a similar but now more objective progression
from reports of limited factual relations to the much more general activities of
categorisation and explanation. And both at the bottom and top ends of the vertical
axis, where socialisation is either slight or near-saturated, there seems to be a strong
likelihood that the sharing of particular experiences and acts, or the exploration of
general reasons and values, will readily blend together.
4. Summary of results
Most of the review texts are too long to be discussed fully, so I report my findings in
summary, with abbreviated examples. By selecting a travel destination (Mount Fuji,
Fifth Station) in the TripAdvisor ‘attraction’ category, I have deliberately left scope
for a range of text types, not only the overtly evaluative sort that might predominate
in reviews of service facilities. As the Fifth Station also happens to be the uppermost
limit for bus access to Mount Fuji, I have further allowed for a mixed sample of
committed climbers and passing day trippers.
For August 2014, there were 11 reviews for the Fifth Station. I have analysed
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them into text-type segments ([1], [2], …), generally set off by discontinuities in
selections of subject, mood, tense, evaluative language and so on. In two instances
(Reviews 6, 8), against my initial intention, I find myself recognising successive but
distinct passages of Sharing/experience or Sharing/values, marked off by breaks
only in topic continuity. My results for the 11 reviews, in skeletal form, are:
Review 1 (Simply stunning!)
[1] Doing/directing (title), [2] Sharing/values
Exploring/reviewing (“ takes your breath away”).

(“beautiful”),

[3]

Review 2 ( we could not see the mountain, but the whole journey was
awesome)
[1] Doing/directing (title), [2] Recommending/advising (“best option is …”),
[3]
Sharing/values
(“helpful
beyond
our
expectation”),
[4]
Enabling/instructing (“take bullet train to Odawara”), [5] Sharing/values
(“whole journey awesome”).
Review 3 (so great to hike)
[1] Doing/directing (title), [2] Doing/directing (“Anyone can do it”), [3]
Exploring/arguing (“can be done fast though if one is in shape”), [4]
Enabling/regulating (“just don’t let your heart rate get too high”).
Review 4 (The best view ever)
[1] Doing/directing (title), [2] Sharing/values (“the view was perfect”)
Review 5 (When in Tokyo, Visit Mt. Fuji)
[1] Doing/directing (title), [2] Expounding/categorising (“An iconic Japanese
destination…”), [3] Recommending/advising (“you gotta visit Mt. Fuji”), [4]
Sharing/values (“a colorful energetic place…”), [5] Enabling/instructing
(“you can walk the start of the trail…”), [6] Recommending/advising (“Take
the bus from Tokyo, enjoy the scene…”).
Review 6 (I WAS IMPRESSED TO SEE MT FUJI)
[1] Doing/directing (title), [2] Sharing/experience (“I was on a day tour…”),
[3] Sharing/experience (“We were allowed 20 minutes…”), [4] Sharing/values
(“to experience the buzz of people…”), Exploring/reviewing (“the Hakone
Day Tour should not have been included with Mt. Fuji Tour”).
Review 7 (One of my two biggest disappointments in Japan)
[1] Doing/directing (title), [2] Sharing/experience (“it was cloudy”), [3]
Exploring/reviewing (“It’s becomed a tourist attraction for Japanese people.”),
[4] Reporting/surveying (“in groups of 30 people in all ages, making it almost
impossible to get by”), [5] Sharing/experience (“I was so disappointed”).
Review 8 (MT FUJI, JAPAN’S SYMBOL)
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[1] Doing/directing (title), [2] Expounding/categorising (“The UNESCO
World Heritage City site …”), [3] Expounding/explaining (“a stratovolcano
surrounded by 5 very beautiful lakes…”), [4] Reporting/surveying (“From
here on wards, no vehicles are permitted…”), [5] Sharing/values (“lucky to
get a glimpse…”), [6] Sharing/values “a colorful and energetic feel to the
place…”), [7] Recommending/advising (“Don’t forget to bring your
raincoat”).
Review 9 (One of the highlights of my long stay in Japan!)
[1] Doing/directing (title), [2] Expounding/categorizing (“Japanese people
visit the mountain as a form of pilgrimage”), [3] Sharing/experience (“we
enjoyed it thoroughly!”), [4] Sharing/values (“The climb was quite nice”), [5]
Reporting/surveying (“The seriously difficult part…”), [6] Sharing/experience
(“took us just over 8 hours…”), [7] Sharing/values (“The views were
stunning”), [8] Sharing/experience (“My knees started hurting”), [9]
Sharing/values (“Would I do it again? ABSOLUTELY YES!!”).
Review 10 (A complete trip to Tokyo when stood in front of Mt Fuji taking
picture!)
[1] Doing/directing (title), [2] Sharing/experience (“I joined a day tour to Mt
Fuji”), [3] recommending/advising (“important to bring a jacket along”), [4]
Sharing/experience (“didn’t have the chance to fully explore the shops…”),
[5] Exploring/arguing (“Though joining day tour is the easiest way…”).
Review 11 (Climbed Mt Fuji and started from here)
[1] Doing/directing (title), [2] Expounding/categorising (“the place to stock up
for climbing needs…”), [3] Exploring/reviewing (“Chance of getting clear sky
… is highly dependent on the weather”).
5. Discussion of results
Without going into any fine detail at all, a number of interesting general points can
be made about the results of this small survey.
5.1 The titles of the review texts
The title is an obligatory element in the set form that is used for posting a review to
TripAdvisor. Of the 11 examples, six (Reviews 1, 2, 4, 7, 9 and 10) express reactions
to Mount Fuji that are also expressed in the body of the review. Another two (3 and
6) express reactions that are not so obviously in the reviews. Two others (8 and 11)
assert the status of Mount Fuji, while the remaining one (5) offers practical advice.
More generally, it is not easy to decide how the function of title announcement
should fit into the topology of Figure 1. My view is that it is the writer’s way of
‘directing’ the reader to the reference and discourse intention of the review, and thus
fits most easily into the ‘doing’ part of the diagram.
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5.2 Occurrences of socio-semiotic processes or activities in the review texts
On the basis of the results recorded, and excluding titles, ‘Sharing’ is by far the most
common activity pursued in these review texts, with 20 instances (11 of value
sharing, nine of experience sharing). This is not a surprising result, but it may be
encouraging to rating website owners: writers of reviews for TripAdvisor are not
primarily setting themselves up as advisors, at any rate not in cases where the thing
being asked about is an ‘attraction’. But this may not be a finding that can be simply
transferred to reviews of service in hotels and restaurants.
Three other processes or activities figure in the review texts with smaller scores
of five or six each. These are processes of ‘exploring’ (four of reviewing, two of
arguing), ‘recommending’ (five of advising), and ‘expounding’ (four of categorising,
one of explaining). The fact that these occur less frequently may not signify much,
of course. It is reasonable to think that shared values and experiences are of minor
interest when offered one by one and are likely to be delivered in series.
Other processes are of only occasional importance. There are three instances of
‘reporting’ (all of them surveys, e.g. of current climbing conditions) and three of
‘enablement’ (two of instructing and one of regulating). Finally, there is a case
where a review title is further elaborated on, which on the way of reading adopted
above counts as the writer ‘doing’ something to direct the reader. Processes of
‘recreation’ (narration or enactment) play no part at all in the small corpus.
There is not enough data here to allow much to be added in the way of fine
detail. If the ‘sharing’ of experiences and values is a staple of most user-generated
review writing, as seems to be indicated, the balance maintained among the
‘exploring’, ‘expounding’ or ‘recommending’ functions could well be what most
decisively distinguishes one way of review writing from another. It is also worth
noticing that while ‘expounding’ characteristically comes at the start of a review,
recommending, and to some extent ‘exploring’, are more likely to come later.
Despite the use of the name ‘review’ to designate the short texts posted by users
on sites such as TripAdvisor, there appears to be no standard regarding what kinds of
proposals or propositions are obligatory or optional in this kind of activity. While
review writer number 3 constructs a whole text out of value and action proposals,
writer 9 comes close to delivering one in categorising, reporting, and sharing
propositions.
6. A word of conclusion
Compared with the assumptions in a work such as Martin and Rose (2008) that a
text written in a certain genre (for the due accomplishment of a certain social goal)
will have a form that is basically stable enough to be taught and learnt, a travel
review is not fixed enough in its purposes to be tied down to a particular objective or
layout. It can be anything from a personal blog to a reasoned recommendation. For
an analysis task of this indeterminate sort, the topology wheel figure developed by
Matthiessen, Teruya and Lam (2010) and adapted with minor modifications in
Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) provides a useful resource for identifying how the
review writer has chosen to undertake the review writing task in any actual given
case. At least with the 11 examples examined without any subjective pre-selection in
this small study, the socio-semiotic categories in the topology wheel appear to fit the
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data well enough, and allow the characteristics of the various different reviews to be
ascertained and compared. This work can be carried out without any preassumptions
as to what a TripAdvisor review is or should be, and therefore clearly has a valuable
place to fill in discourse and text studies. I look forward to pursuing further studies
of this sort with hard-to-define text types in the near future.
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Abstract
In an advanced information society, texts that learners read and write are structured
in a multimodal manner, not by characters alone. Kress & van Leeuwen (1996,
2006) defined the word “mode” as semiotic resources, and in particular have placed
emphasis on “multimodal” literacy in their research. Unsworth and Cleirigh (2009)
also stated the importance of “multimodal” literacy in school curricula. In the field
of language education, many researchers have argued the importance of a
multimodal approach as one of the ways to read picturebooks as bimodal texts.
This paper explores the dynamics of multilayer meaning-making from
picturebooks as bimodal texts. It also examines how the frameworks of SFL will
help readers to make meaning from these texts. For that purpose, this presentation
focuses on a double-page spread in a picturebook, and exemplifies the processes of
meaning-making from it.
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A Study of Dominance and (Non-)verbal Behaviors
in Three-party Conversation
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Abstract
This paper examines differences of verbal and non-verbal behaviors in three-party
conversation between the conversation leader and the followers. It also examines the
differences between conversations with a leader and without a leader.
We collected data on face-to-face isolated island task conversation in Japanese.
5 triad sessions were recorded with video cameras and transcribed. According to the
results of the questionnaire to ask who led a conversation, a given participant was
recognized as a conversation leader and the sessions were divided into two groups,
i.e., conversations with a leader and without a leader. Moves, speech functions, eye
gazes, nods and gestures for each participant, and overlaps and gaps among the
participants for each session were annotated with ELAN. The frequency and
duration of these annotations were calculated.
In comparison to the followers, we found that the leaders talked longer and
made more initiating moves. Regarding the conversations without a leader, the
participant who made more initiating moves and yet did not talk longer than the
other two was not recognized as a leader. This suggests that Itakura’s (2001) claim
that sequential dominance is more significant than quantitative one may not be
applicable to three-party conversation.
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“Hey you, thanks for buying our stuff.”
Language, Multimodality and Identity in Two Corporate
Websites: Shimano and Surly.
Patrick Kiernan
Meiji University
Abstract
Language is generally situated in multimodal (Kress, 2010) or ‘multisemiotic’
(Halliday, 2013: 57) contexts where it is enriched or drawing from these other
semiotic modes (O'Halloran and Smith, 2011). Today, technology both allows
researchers to explore multimodal semiotics and enables an increasingly rich use of
multimodal resources in emerging online and media contexts (Machin & van
Leeuwen, 2007; Pauwels, 2012). This paper explores the ways in which language is
used in conjunction with multimodal features in order to convey a sense of corporate
identity in texts taken from two corporate websites: Shimano’s North American
cycle component division (Shimano, 2014) and Surly (2014) a US cycle component
maker. The analysis shows that through a range of grammatical, discourse, and
multimodal semiotic resources the two companies evoke quite different identities.
Whereas Shimano signals a sophisticated and technologically advanced corporate
face, Surly positions itself as an underground company, targeting a niche market.
The comparison between the two websites and the relationship among the different
modalities is discussed through an analysis of interpersonal resources focusing on
(1) a comparison of positioning in two technical documents; (2) an analysis of the
semiotic inter-relations among text, image and video and (3) the macro-structure of
the homepages.
1. Introduction
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Contact the place of purchase or a bicycle dealer for information on
installation and adjustment of the products, which are not found in the
user's manual. A dealer's manual for professional and experienced bicycle
mechanics is available on our website (http://si.shimano.com).
Do not disassemble or alter this product.
For safety, be sure to read this user's manual thoroughly before use,
and follow them [sic] for correct use. (User’s manual: Read Derailleur
(Di2): Shimano, 2014)
Hey you, thanks for buying our stuff. We mean it. Please read all these
instructions before attempting to install your Fixxer Hub Converter. If you
lack mechanical aptitude, don’t have the right tools, or can’t read or
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follow these instructions carefully, you’re waaay better off having a
professional bike mechanic do the installation for you. Our trusty legal
counsel compels us to point out that if this installation isn’t done properly,
YOU COULD DIE riding your bike, which would make us truly sad.
(Fixxer instructions: Surly, 2014)
The two quotations above are taken from the beginnings of two user’s manuals for
cycle components. It should be easy to identify both as extracts from product
instruction manuals, though the first one uses language that is more readily
associated with this genre. Although, there are other differences, the most striking
one is the interpersonal meanings. In the first quotation, a typically ‘impersonal’
tone is evoked through the use of bald commands (Contact ...; Do not ..For safety, be
sure to...) and statements of fact (A dealer’s manual ... is available ...) phrased in the
formal lexis of what might loosely be called ‘technical English’. By contrast, the
second quotation uses a casual tone of high interpersonal involvement completely
untypical of instruction manuals phrased in a colloquial register that one might
expect to find in an online discussion forum. It could easily be mistaken for a
humorous parody of the genre. Nevertheless, while some humor in the second
quotation was no doubt intentional, this paper explores the resources used to create
these different interpersonal stances, which in turn reflect different corporate
identities. In order to do this, I consider not only the texts from which these
quotations were taken but also a range of features of the homepages (from which the
manuals were downloaded) from the perspective of interpersonal meaning. As user’s
manuals always include technical illustrations of the product and homepages
incorporate a wealth of multimodal resources such as photographs, illustrations and
other graphics, this paper also considers to what extent a more comprehensive
multimodal analysis of homepages is feasible and relevant to a systemic functional
description of corporate identity in homepages. The two examples were chosen
because, as can be seen from the two quotations above, the two homepages evoke
very different corporate identities.
The first of the quotations above is from Shimano’s user’s manual for its ‘Rear
Derailleur (Di2)’ a state-of-the-art component for changing gear on a 22 speed road
bike, though this paragraph is also found throughout Shimano cycle component
user’s manuals. The second quotation is the first paragraph of an instruction manual
for Surly’s Fixxer, which is a component for converting a multi-speed wheel into
single speed fixed wheel. As the single-speed fixed gear was the drivetrain of the
very first bicycles produced over a hundred years ago (before freewheels and
multiple gears were invented) this product could be said to be targeting the very
opposite of state-of-the-art. In fact, like Surly’s other components, the Fixxer is a
niche product that appeals to the needs of cyclists not catered for by major producers
like Shimano, arguably the largest and most prominent cycle component maker in
the world. In this paper, I will argue that these very different marketplace positions
are reflected throughout the homepages, including in the paragraphs from the users
manuals quoted above. In addition, I will suggest that the remarkable consistency of
the respective corporate identities across a range of modalities invites a way into
exploring them further.
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The principle approach to analysis in this paper is Multimodal Analysis (Kress,
2010; Kress and van Leeuwen, 2001, 2006; O'Halloran and Smith, 2011), which in
turn draws on Halliday’s functional grammar (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2013) and
other semiotic resources within the Systemic Functional Linguistic framework
including genre theory (Martin and Rose, 2008) and Appraisal (Martin & White,
2005).
The remainder of this paper is divided in to four sections, first situating this
research within the evolving field of multimodality in SFL, then describing a three
part comparative analysis of interpersonal meaning in (1) the user’s manuals; (2) the
macro-structure of homepage design; and (3) semiotic interrelations among text,
image and video resources followed by the conclusion.
2. Multimodality and SFL
Multimodal analysis is an approach to linguistic analysis that draws on the systemic
functional (SFL) model of language described by Halliday and colleagues, including
functional grammatical resources, in order to explore the semiotic environment. This
semiotic environment includes visual and audio resources as well as the use of space.
To researchers (perhaps even including Halliday himself (Martin, 2013, pp. 85-86))
whose primary interest is in verbal language, these features may appear peripheral
and the field itself marginal. In addition, researchers may be put off incorporating
multimodality by the need to add further layers of detailed description, to an already
complex account of language. Nevertheless, there are some texts such as science
textbooks (Kress, Jewitt, Ogborn, & Charalampos, 2001), instruction manuals or
homepages that rely heavily on visual messages, where a multimodal analysis is
clearly beneficial. Indeed, with the growth of multimedia on the Internet, texts that
demand or at least may potentially benefit from a multimodal approach to analysis
seem likely to be on the rise. If this is the case, an SFL approach, which incorporates
multimodality looks to be well positioned to provide a suitable approach to analysis.
In discussing multimodality, Halliday (2013: 59) makes a distinction between
visual elements ‘like tables, diagrams, figures and graphs’ which are ‘integrated into
the flow of written discourse, as supplementary, or perhaps complimentary to the
worded text’ and those which ‘may stand on their own, like the various kinds of
maps, plans and charts’. He refers to texts that incorporate either (or both) of these
kinds of visuals as ‘multimodal texts’, proposing that they ‘can generally be glossed
in the form of language’, and distinguishes them from ‘images and art forms like
painting and music’ that are ‘different semiotic systems, not isosemantic with
language’ which he calls ‘multisemiotic’ (a term he attributes to Matthiessen, 2010).
These distinctions suggest potentially interesting ways of distinguishing degrees of
interaction between verbal and visual semiotics, but with verbal clearly primary
(since verbal language is able to provide the gloss).
Scholars who have been prominent in theorizing multimodality within SFL are
less likely to adopt this bias towards written or spoken verbal language. Indeed,
Kress states elsewhere that ‘There are domains beyond the reach of language, where
it is insufficient, where semiotic conceptual work has to be done by means of other
modes.’ In their seminal account of the ‘grammar of visual design’ (Kress and van
Leeuwen, 2006), which builds directly on Hallidean grammatical categories,
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numerous examples are given using well-known art works. The basic analytical
principles are potentially applicable across a broad range of visual semiotic texts,
though like verbal language ways of reading are likely to be shaped by the cultural
context. Indeed, Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) suggest not only is the dominant
modality variable from text to text but also ‘the way meanings are mapped across
different semiotic modes, the way things can, for instance be “said” either visually
or verbally, others only visually, again others only verbally, is also culturally and
historically specific.’ It may be that the developments in multimedia technology that
allow for even users of the ubiquitous smart phones to access but also create or
manipulate and share visual, video and audio texts as well as written and oral ones
online is part of an ongoing context of cultural change that is making the semiotics
of other modalities increasingly important, as well as more readily accessible to
researchers to capture and analyze (Page, 2010; Rowsell, 2013). In any case, it
seems to me that the real value of a multimodal/multisemiotic theory that builds on
the SFL model is that it enables a more comprehensive account of what Halliday has
called the ‘richness’ of language (Martin, 2013: 61), and a practical way to explore
texts that incorporate more than one modality.
The following sections explore the potential for reading multimodal texts that
appear in online corporate homepages as integral elements of the homepage itself,
which among other things serves to communicate a specific corporate identity. My
aim here is to consider both how this is done in terms of linguistic and multimodal
resources and the relationships among the modalities. As the two main texts and the
homepages from which they derive, belong to two quite different corporations
within the same industry—Shimano and Surly—this analysis also looks at what kind
of corporate identity is being conveyed and how well this is suited to the marketing
of its products. In her book Designing Brand Identity, Wheeler (2012: 4) describes
brand identity as follows: “Brand identity is tangible and appeals to the senses. You
can see it, touch it, hold it, watch it move. Brand identity fuels recognition, amplifies
differentiation, and makes big ideas and meanings accessible. Brand identity takes
disparate elements and unifies them into whole systems.” This description suggests
that brand identity signals are spread across a range of semiotic resources, so that
exploration and critique of such identities would benefit from the kind of
multimodal analysis developed by Kress and van Leeuwen as well as the many
scholars who have contributed to this framework (Dreyfus, Hood, and Stenglin,
2012; O'Halloran and Smith, 2011; Royce and Bowcher, 2007) the following
sections examine ways in which a disparate array of elements, across a range of
modalities found in the two homepages, contribute to the evocation of a brand
identity.
3. Interpersonal positioning in two instruction manuals
User’s manuals are ubiquitous texts in consumer societies today where products are
supplied with instructions for use. It is perhaps difficult to locate such texts precisely
within Matthiessen and colleagues (2010: 221) text typologies, but they would seem
to fit somewhere between the functional categories of enabling and recommending.
The enabling is the instructions for installation and use and the recommending the
warning and safety advice that accompany these instructions. The comparison below
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illustrates how the way these functions are realized can also have implications for
interpersonal positioning of the user in relation to other parties associated with the
product. Two user’s manuals will be considered: Shimano’s ‘Di2 rear derailleur’ an
electronic gear shifter for high end racing cycles and Surly’s Fixxer, a niche product
that allows multi-speed bikes to be converted into single fixed gear bicycles.
Both user’s manuals open with two key recommendations: (1) read the
instruction manual and (2) have difficult work done by a ‘professional (bike)
mechanic’ or contact the dealer for further help. The second point is supported by a
warning that faulty installation or maintenance could result in an accident, which
also acts as a disclaimer. In addition, both manuals warn users that products should
not be disassembled or altered, and that they are not guaranteed against wear and
tear as well as warnings specific to the product. However, the texts are strikingly
different in their use of interpersonal language.
In the Shimano user’s manual the ‘read this user’s manual’ instruction sentence
appears in bold in a font that is much larger than the rest of the text aside from
headings, emphasizing its importance. The expression ‘contact the place of purchase’
or variations ‘consult a dealer or agency’ and ‘consult a distributor’ appear six times
in the Shimano user’s manual. In addition, out of 13 points listed under ‘Note’ in the
‘Important Safety Information Section,’ there are two affirmative recommendations
for maintenance (‘Be sure to check that…’ and ‘You should periodically…’); five
warnings of things to avoid (‘Be careful not to…’; ‘Do not…’ and ‘avoid’); three
pieces of conditional advice to solve problems (‘If + PROBLEM + SOLUTION’)
and three points of general information (where to obtain software updates; that the
products are not guaranteed against wear and tear; and recommending using
Shimano lubricants). Following the safety information there is a further section on
regular inspection with a list of seven points framed by the instruction: ‘Before
riding the bicycle, check the following items. If any problems are found with the
following items, contact the place of purchase or the bicycle dealer.’ If the diagrams,
which illustrate the names of the parts referred to in these sections, are included
these sections constitute two thirds of the user’s manual.
In contrast to the bullet point lists in the Shimano user’s manual, the Surly
manual integrates its warnings and advice into a flowing text. Unlike the impersonal
tone of the Shimano text, the Surly manual seeks to establish a relationship with the
user through the use of a casual register that incorporates colloquial language and
unpacks some of the relationships that are usually left implicit in user’s conventional
manuals like Shimano’s. The overall effect of this is a reworking of the genre, which
is humorous, perhaps deliberately so, but also contributes to the evocation of a
corporate identity that is quite different from Shimano.
The Surly manual begins with the casual salutation: ‘Hey you, thanks for
buying our stuff. We mean it.’ This is not only surprising because of the message of
thanks to the consumer, which is absent from the Shimano manual but expressed in a
very casual register. ‘Hey you’ is an inexplicit reference that in many contexts might
be considered rude, as it deliberately avoids using a token honorific (Sir/Madame) or
an explicit reference to the relationship (customer/user). Moreover, the product itself
is referred to with the most casual and vague referent ‘stuff’. Similarly, while the
suggestion of leaving the work to a ‘professional bike mechanic’ is only made once
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it is made in a way that is potentially face threatening: ‘If you lack mechanical
aptitude …or can’t follow these instructions’ could at best be taken as a very direct
style of talk but at worst as implying that the user may be incompetent and/or stupid.
Moreover, the potential for accidents is bluntly expressed in capitals as ‘YOU
COULD DIE’ and the disclaimer as ‘which would make us truly sad’. In terms of
Martin and White’s (2005) Appraisal model the force is exaggeratedly high, while
the level of focus shifts from being very vague (stuff) to precise (DIE). Overall,
though, this direct and colloquial style of writing evokes a face to face context or the
tone of familiarity used in online forums (Kiernan, 2012) where some interpersonal
expressions used in the Surly manual such as ‘your waaay better off...’ to offer
advice would be more at home. The word ‘way’ itself is a particularly informal
choice compared with the alternatives ‘much’ or ‘would be much’. Moreover, the
additional ‘a’s in the spelling of ‘waaay’ (way) mimic the emphatic lengthening of
the word in speech, a widespread practice in informing social networking.
As well as evoking a more casual relationship with the user through the use of
register, relationships that are normally left implicit are made more congruent. Not
only is death mentioned but the ‘trusty legal counsel’ invokes the lawyers who are
there to protect the company against unwarranted claims. The casual ‘trusty’ softens
the expression, making them sound less threatening, for example, ‘trusted legal
advisors/team’. The issue of warranty is further unpacked in the section entitled
‘Limited warranty’ in a similarly straightforward way: ‘Stuff eventually breaks or
wears out if you use it enough. That’s beyond our control.’ The division of
responsibility between user and manufacturer is similarly spelled out and concludes
with the conditional suggestion that: ‘If you do destroy your Surly product, fess up
and maybe we can get some replacement parts to keep you riding.’ ‘Fess up’ a
colloquial expression meaning to ‘confess’ or ‘own up’ (to misuse of the product, in
this case) softens the situation and positions the company as sympathetic and
prepared to help the user, within reason. Overall, the effect is to evoke an intimate
relationship with the user that is quite the opposite from that evoked in the Shimano
manual which distances the user through use of bullet-pointed formal advice but also
by implicitly directing all communication to the a third party ‘the place of purchase’.
In addition, the detailed instructions for installing the product are actually hidden
away in the ‘dealer’s manual’ which is for ‘professional and experienced mechanics’
rather than the user. This instructional dimension is therefore also worthy of
consideration.
While the Surly manual constitutes the complete documentation for the product,
the Shimano manual is one of three documents relating to the product on the website.
Besides the user’s manual, Shimano has a 75 page ‘dealer’s manual’ which provides
detailed information on installing the whole gear changing system of which the rear
derailleur is just one part. In addition, there is a sheet, which provides a list and
diagram of all the parts that make up the product together with each individual part’s
‘Shimano code no.’ These codes could be used by cycle shops ordering spare parts,
which would also not be available directly to users. The separation of these
documents, particularly the division of ‘user’s manual’ and ‘dealer’s manual’
position the end user as somebody different from the person who does the
installation. This separation of the user and dealer and the detailed attention given to
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the installation process and exploded diagram of the product with coded labels for
parts as simple as a washer, screw or spring, underlines the product in terms of
engineering, design. It is therefore not surprising that the language of the installation
process in Shimano’s manuals therefore draws on the instructional language evolved
within the technological field of engineering (more specifically bicycle component
development), just as the warnings in the user’s manual borrow from another
specialized field, that of legal documents. In contrast to these specialized areas of
language that shape the Shimano manuals, the Surly manual fulfills the same
functions in the tone of everyday talk. This approach even extends to the
illustrations.
Technical drawing is a style of illustration closely associated with engineering.
Through the use of black and white line drawings, products are represented to show
their physical proportions and functional properties in diagrammatic form, stripped
of the colour, textures and logos that belong to the separate dimension of aesthetics
and graphic design. The use of such diagrams therefore emphasizes the functional
dimension of the product.
In user’s (or ‘dealer’s’) manuals, the visual diagrams often form a key enabling
element as something closer to showing how something is done. This visual
instruction is generally accompanied by written instructions that tell (rather than
show) someone how to do it. An example of exclusively visual instructions would be
the assembly diagrams for IKEA furniture. Such instructions enable assembly
through showing only. Since such visual manuals avoid the need for (expensive)
translation, one might expect that they would be more common. However, the
reason that they are not is perhaps both because a degree of telling is deemed to be
required for the instructions and because user’s manuals perform other functions
including warning the user of the dangers of incorrect installation (with an implied
disclaimer) and recommendation of installation by ‘professional (bike) mechanic’ a
term used in both manuals. In addition, as noted above, the Surly manual includes an
interpersonal act of thanking the user for purchasing the product, a practice
implicitly brings the manufacturer and user closer together.
The illustrations in the Surly manual appear on the second page of the manual
and show the finally assembly on the four standard hub widths to which the product
can be fitted. The drawings are large enough to be almost life size and represent the
hubs with simple lines in two dimensions. The illustrations in the Shimano user’s
manual are included in the layout on the same side as the text. There are three
illustrations that show the derailleur itself and a further three to show the junction
box used to reset the derailleur in the case of an accident. The drawings are both
small and represented in three dimensions making them less clear than the bold
drawings in the Surly manual. In addition, due to the small size, details are shown
using magnified boxes. Besides the product illustrations a further visual is used
consisting of boxes connected with triangle arrows to represent the sequence of steps
to clear the protection function. The Shimano dealer’s manual provides much clearer
and better-spaced illustrations (also three-dimensionally) throughout. Illustrations
are generally used to represent the processes described in the text but sometimes do
so in ways that could not easily be glossed. For example, there is an illustration on
page 42 showing 15 different ways the cable could be positioned to take up varying
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amounts of cable slack.
4. The macro-structure of homepage design
The homepage itself is a multimodal text, which also incorporates a number of
pages as well as videos, photographs or printable materials (in pdf format) such as
the user’s manuals considered above. All these materials are linked by a central page,
which is generally referred to as home. Therefore I use the word homepage here to
refer to the entire macrotext or collection of linked materials (texts), and home to
refer to the central page, which provides the start point for accessing the other areas
of the homepage. Just as there are considerable similarities in the overall functions
of the user’s manuals, the homepages of Shimano, North America (hereafter,
‘Shimano’) and Surly have much in common, yet the differences between them,
when explored as multimodal semiotic resources reveal further means through
which corporate identity can be expressed.
The key elements in common on both the Shimano and Surly homes are 1) the
brand name, 2) search box, 3) menu bar, 4) product highlight, 5) noticeboard, 6) box
links and 7) copyright information. All of these sections occupy a more or less
permanent area of the page (though Shimano has changed the overall design of the
page within the year, since I began analyzing it), however, the product highlight and
news are updated regularly to introduce new products, or provide other current
information. All of the listed sections of the page (home) are also links, so that
clicking on them will take the reader to more detailed information. The only
exception to this is the brand logo itself, which appears on other pages and simply
takes the user back to home. The search box functions are both run by Google and
searches only within the homepage.
Menus may seem an unlikely candidate for the expression of corporate identity
but actually serve as a good example, on careful examination. One difference
between the menus is that Surly provides one menu bar at the top and another at the
bottom of the page, whereas Shimano’s are all contained at the top. The main reason
Surly needs two menus appears to be because whereas Shimano uses a thin line font
Surly has thicker font that takes up more space. However the content is almost
identical as both have menus for components, accessories, news and information,
technical support, dealer locator and a ‘follow us’ link to social media. The only
menu choices on the Shimano homepage not found on Surly are the ‘footwear’ and
‘newsletter signup’. Instead the Surly menu has ‘bikes and frames’ and ‘image
dump’. Nevertheless, despite similar functional content, the Surly menu employs
different terms: ‘components’ becomes ‘parts and accessories’; ‘accessories’
becomes ‘gear’; ‘dealer locator’ becomes ‘dealers’ and ‘news and info’ becomes
‘blog’. In each case, as with the marked changes highlighted in the discussion of the
Surly user’s manual above, the lexical choices for menu items represent a subtle
downgrading from the more dignified language of technology and the printed word
to everyday language. The choice of the slang words ‘gear’ and ‘dealers’ as menu
items might even be said to evoke an underworld trade in elicit substances.
The ‘footwear’/ ‘bikes and frames’ difference reflects their different range of
products besides components—Shimano also specialize in producing cycle shoes,
while Surly produce frames and sell complete bicycles. However, this difference has
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no particular significance for the analysis here.
The newsletter signup / blog is a slightly more relevant difference as the email
newsletter is the electronic equivalent of mass mailing, a well established corporate
advertising strategy. In contrast, the blog has evolved among social outliers to
express views that might be censored in (until recently) mainstream print
publications. The Surly blogs feature individual contributions from Surly employees
that retain this outlier or anti-corporate feel. For example, on Friday, May 29, 2015
the following anarchic poem was posted under the heading Def Poetry Dump by
Gern Blanston above images of Surly bikes in a variety of off road locations:
Time she ticks
The world she spins
The Dump keeps dumping
And all the while
We move forward and adapt or stand still and take our chances
On and on, until the end of the world
Plus there's a bunch of bacon eating and beer drinking [sic.] while that
happens, but that shit is way less poetical
This seems to be a piece of anti-poetry that is deliberately trivial, not beautiful and
breaks any patterns of rhythm or rhyme. This is further emphasized in the bio below
the final photograph labelled as ‘About Gern Blanstone’ and accompanied by a
black and white head and shoulders photo that appears to show him bare chested
with a beard and long uncombed hair.
A rider-slash-Surly fan who somehow bounced like a quarter at a drunken
college mixer into what he thinks is pretty much the swellest job a fella
could have, it is Tyler’s job to determine how Surly should seek attention
to its products and itself generally. He has an extensive background in
children’s theater, which is, perhaps not surprisingly, a good fit for the
marketing manager of this company.
Far from presenting an image of corporate polish the two long sentences with
allusions to drunkenness and children’s theatre, the clumsy metaphor of the
bouncing quarter and the unorthodox spelling of ‘fella’ and the slang expressions
such as ‘rider-slash-Surly fan’ and ‘swellest job’ all contribute to the evocation of an
identity that is the exact opposite of a marketing manager. Nevertheless, it is
precisely this ‘anti-marketing’ that pervades the homepage and contributes to the
positioning of the company as an outlier with an anarchist cause in providing
products like the Fixxer that buck against the trend for continuous technological
improvement spearheaded by Shimano. However, this is jumping ahead of the
analysis so let’s return to the menus.
The menu organization of the Surly menu might best be described as flat as
each menu leads to a single page. In the case of the Parts and Accessories, this link
leads to a menu page where all the parts are displayed with pictures and component
names. Clicking on the picture takes the user to more detailed information. The use
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of pictures makes this more intuitive. Although, Surly produce a variety of
components, there seems to be only one model of each and the products are
generally niche products aimed at a simpler cycling experience (like the Fixxer) or
getting off-road and into nature (like their fat-wheel rims as well as their bikes and
frames) and away from cycling as a form of competition.
In contrast to Surly’s flat menu and picture-based product links, Shimano’s
hierarchical menu reflects its complex hierarchy of products that target both the
various specialties within cycling and the grades of product by price bracket. At the
time of the original analysis, Shimano had a three level drop-down menu choice
(cycling discipline—component grade—component) with five cycling disciplines to
choose from and 12 grades for ‘road bikes’. The choice of grades was listed top to
bottom with the top grade at the top and the bottom at the bottom. The menu
organization has since been radically redesigned using large flat tabs rather than
vertical dropdown ones, lessening the hierarchical feel and instead assigning buttons
with the brand name of each component grade in its distinctive font as written on the
product and packaging. Nevertheless, the hierarchy has been retained with the
rationalized eight groupsets displayed four above four and left to right in order of
grade. The sense of hierarchy could be said to be less overt here but remains central
to Shimano’s organization of its respective product identities as well as that of the
company and is closely associated with the sense of engineering progress over time.
At the peak of the Shimano range of components for road bikes sits Dura Ace, with
the Di2, electronic shifting version of Dura Ace being the state-of-the-art in bicycle
components only currently rivaled by the Italian maker Campagnolo. The website
lists some 15 versions of Dura Ace since its first introduction in 1973 and lower
grades gradually incorporate features that first appeared in Dura Ace in the years that
follow. Shimano therefore offer what they call ‘trickle down’ technology in the
grades immediately below Dura Ace but also an ongoing potential for upgrades.
The importance of this hierarchical model and particularly the maintenance of
the image of Dura Ace as the cutting edge of bicycle technology is easier to
understand when one considers the cost to consumers. The current list price for a
Dura Ace Di2 groupset is some ¥433,138 compared to ¥288,758 for Ultegra Di2,
¥144,372 for Ultegra, ¥86,621 for 105 and ¥64,964 for Tiagra. These prices only
cover brakes and gears and the cost of the frame, wheels and handlebars would need
to be added to make up the cost of a complete bike. A Dura Ace Di2 equipped bike
with an equivalent grade professional frame and wheels could therefore cost as
much as a million Japanese yen, putting it out of range of even enthusiastic amateurs
without considerable disposable income. In contrast, Surly’s bikes retail in Japan for
¥120,000~¥300,000 yen, which means that while they target enthusiasts seeking
long term reliable bikes they avoid the highest end of the market and the pressure to
upgrade implied by Shimano’s model of continual research and development.
5. Semiotic inter-relations among semiotic resources
Within both the page for home and the homepage as a whole, a variety of resources
in the visual mode are used to signal the identity of the products and the company.
These design elements in the Surly and Shimano pages draw on quite different
aesthetics signaling very different corporate identities. The company name Shimano
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is the family name of the company founder (Shozaburo) and true to this family
tradition was later inherited by his son Shozo, then Keizo, followed by Yoshizo and
the current fifth president Kozo Shimano. It is perhaps no coincidence that the words
‘family’, ‘generation’ and ‘inherit’ are used describe the relationships between past
and present products at Shimano. Surly, on the other hand, is simply an English
adjective that means ‘bad-tempered and unfriendly’. The name itself is therefore
confrontational.
The type face chosen for brand names is an important part of their image, and
though it may be difficult to take semiotic analysis of type faces far, if one were to it
is possible to imagine the smooth and sturdy shapes of the Shimano logo as
constituting a very different choice from the rough brush strokes of Surly. Kress and
Van Leeuwen (2006, 221-2) suggest that brush strokes as close to handwriting signal
individuality, a point, which meshes well with the individual nature of their products.
More specifically though, the Surly logo looks like a graffiti. In contrast, while
certainly distinctive Shimano’s blue logo looks like a product of industrial design,
which carefully balances sturdier sections with thinner ones. All of the typefaces on
the Shimano page share the polished machine produced appearance, while those on
the Surly page are irregular and look like they have been produced by hand or mimic
the type face of typewriter with worn keys that does not produce an evenly produced
letter. Similarly, the noticeboard appears to have ink smudges on a sheet of lined
paper, as though it has been handled by a mechanic with greasy fingers an effect that
has presumably been carefully created by the designer’s pages.
Rather like the typefaces, Shimano’s product image looks to be one of the most
polished and with shiny components lit on a dark background, shinning like jewels,
borrowing an aesthetic from the advertising of jewels. In contrast to this, Surly
products like the rest of the page are generally shown in black and white. Unlike the
depth and three-dimensionality of the carefully displayed Shimano components, the
Surly one’s appear to be rough collages with little depth and no gloss or shine.
Shimano’s featured product (in this case XTN, the electronic gear changing system
for Mountain bikes) has the company and product logos and a product catchphrase
‘Engineered for the way you ride’ the featured Surly product at the time was a bike
labeled as ‘Instigator’ with a list of synonyms (‘Initiator, Agitator, Formentor,
Troublemaker, Ring-leader and rabble-rouser’) that also echo the company’s
confrontational name.
Besides product images, both websites include promotional videos. The videos
on Shimano’s site are of cinema quality. One type of video is the product
documentary narrative, which underlines the expense to which Shimano go to
develop their products with the assistance of professional road and mountain bike
cycle teams sponsored by Shimano. Interviews with professional riders and
mechanics make it clear that this is cutting edge technology for winning races. A
second kind of video on the Shimano website is the #believe video which effectively
makes a link between the ambitions of professional riders with the more modest
ambitions of others. It splices segments of a narrative of professional riders Geraint
Thomas, and Jens Voigt, Paralympic cyclist Sarah Story, a pair of friends mountain
biking in the wilds, a teenage boy who goes to ride a steep hill, and a young child on
a bicycle racing his parents along a tree lined riverbank path. These stories are
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united by the voiceover narration, which connects the stories as personal cycling
challenges. This video therefore helps make a narrative link between the
professional riders in the product development documentaries and ordinary users,
inspiring everyone to ride.
The Surly site, does not include professional videos, but instead shows a range
of videos created by users themselves about Surly products. Many are jerkily filmed
and some, like a video of a man who builds a trail of donuts in a forest to ride over,
seem eccentric, but they do give voice to users, and each is followed by comments
from other users.
The overall aesthetic of Surly is therefore rather like the punk or anarchist
aesthetic that emerged in the 1970s as bands designed their own publicity material
with limited resources including low quality black and white photocopy machines.
Surly borrows this aesthetic to promote its own brand of anarchy through cycling.
As I have illustrated through this paper, the identity signals for this permeate a range
of modalities and in doing so are able to create a coherent brand identity that reflects
its outlier position in the marketplace, as well as signaling an ideology that
represents cycling as an opportunity to enjoy freedom closer to nature and in simpler
ways that avoid competition. This is quite the opposite of Shimano’s representation
of its products as the cutting edge of a rapidly progressing technology evolving out
of competitive professional cycling. Accordingly, every aspect of the homepage
signals this same polish and sophistication, with the homepage itself undergoing
design refinements even during the year spent exploring the site. Both Surly and
Shimano work successfully with the same basic resources on their homepage across
a range of modalities to signal their respective identities but despite superficial
similarities are able to signal quite different corporate identities reflecting their
different market place positions and philosophies.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, I have provided an overview of an analysis of two user’s manuals
considering both verbal and visual features and a variety of multimodal features of
the two homepages where these manuals are available. As both texts were user
manuals for bicycle components and both homepages corporate homepages for
companies who specialize in producing cycle components, there were a number of
notable similarities, but also a number of differences, which I have suggested reflect
their very different positions in the marketplace and therefore their quite different
corporate identities. Although the most striking differences were found in the
marked interpersonal choices in the language of written texts such as the Surly
user’s manuals, consideration of other dimensions such as the use of fonts,
photographs of products, or the narratives of videos available on the homepage, also
contribute to the evocation of these identities. In this paper I have only been able to
provide a relatively brief sketch of how these resources may be explored and interact
with each other but what has been outlined here is an approach that could make SFL
and Multimodal analysis relevant both to corporations shaping their images in
homepages as well as those looking to critique them.
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Abstract
Modal responsibility is generally understood as one of those foundational concepts
which have architectural implications over a whole range of linguistic meanings. In
this paper, the notion of modal responsibility is investigated with regard to its
rhetorical functions both within and outside clause boundaries. Clause-internally,
modal responsibility represents the unifying function of the Subject as the pivotal
element of the mood structure, which gives rise to the traditional dichotomy of the
clause into the Subject and the Predication, thus providing the clause with another
layer of structure in addition to the mood structure. The unifying function of
clause-internal modal responsibility can be characterized as the delimitation of the
applicability of the Predication, specifying the role played by the entity depicted by
the Subject in the causal chain of events represented by the clause. It will be shown
how different types of Subject can enter into different types of causal relations,
requiring the specification of such roles as manifestations of the clause-internal
modal responsibility of the Subject. The clause-external modal responsibility is
considered to be representative of context-related rhetorical contributions of the
clause, which varies according to the presence and absence of modality in the Finite.
1. The unity of the mood structure
It is striking that in the interpersonal metafunction, the dichotomy of the clause into
the mood and the residue is not a division into the unifying center and its satellite in
terms of content. This situation clearly contrasts with the representative clausal
structures for the ideational and textual metafunctions. In the transitivity structure,
the dichotomy into the process and its participants reflects the content of the clause,
with the process as the unifying center and the participants as satellites. Also, the
theme-rheme structure, where the Theme spans all the initial elements of the clause
up to the Subject, can be taken as realizing the expected content-based dichotomy
into the unifying center and satellite, with the Theme accorded the role of the center
to which the Rheme is ‘subjugated’. Seeing that the mood structure is indispensable
for the explanation of the mood types, which are central to the characterization of
clause as exchange, it should not be considered too far-fetched to suppose the mood
structure should be supplemented with an additional dichotomy which divides the
clause into a unifying center and its satellite so that its content can achieve unity in
the dichotomy. Thus, this conjecture can lead us to treat the notion of modal
responsibility as the semantic core of this secondary division of the interpersonal
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clause into Subject and Predication, which has been the traditional dichotomy of the
clause, or proposition, in philosophy, as we see in syllogism.
Although even currently this secondary structure is implicitly overlaid on top of
the mood structure, it is usually not noticeable as such because modal responsibility
is treated as one of the defining properties of the Subject in SFL, where it is defined
as "responsibility for the validity of what is being predicated (stated, questioned,
commanded or offered) in the clause (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014: 148)”.
However, once this essentially structural character of modal responsibility is
foregrounded, it becomes possible to capitalize on its unifying potential, which is
strictly associated with the Subject but can span the whole clause through its
connection with Predication. This is the tack we will take in this paper, where the
nature of modal responsibility is examined for a possible extension of the notion to a
wider range of discursive phenomena.
As it is, modal responsibility is a phenomenon restricted to the clause. It will be
shown that the unifying potential of the notion is closely connected with its
rhetorical function, thus entailing its discoursal functions. Upon further
consideration of the rhetorical function of the Subject, it turns out that it can be
realized both congruently and metaphorically. Some cases of metaphorical
realizations of the rhetorical function in the Subject are discussed to demonstrate the
usefulness of this extension of the notion of modal responsibility beyond
clause-internal phenomena.
2. The rhetorical nature of modal responsibility
Obviously, the definition of modal responsibility quoted above, “responsibility for
the validity of what is being predicated (stated, questioned, commanded or
offered) in the clause”(emphasis added by the current author), crucially involves
what is rhetorical in the utterance of a clause. This formulation indicates that the
validity of a predication restricts the influence of the predication to what is within
the bounds of the clause because the speech function associated with a clause does
not extend beyond it. However, it also points to the essential relatedness of modal
responsibility with the discoursal processes because speech functions are
intrinsically involved in interpersonal interactions or negotiations of meaning in the
production of text. This consideration leads us to separate the semantic implications
of modal responsibility into what is happening within the clause and what is
happening beyond the clause.
Clause-internally, modal responsibility refers to the relationship between the
entity designated by the Subject and the process designated by the predication part.
The semantic division of labor between Subject and Predication in terms of the
ideational metafunction results from the singling out of the Subject participant from
the process-participants compound. That is, whatever figure is designated by the
whole proposition or proposal, the predication part stands for the same figure minus
the Subject participant. From the viewpoint of the Subject, the predication represents
how the Subject is involved in the relevant process it depicts. Thus, in the case of a
material process, the predication describes the Subject’s involvement in the causal
relationship depicted by the predicator and the remaining participants. Depending on
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the process type, the Subject is involved in mental, relational, verbal, existential or
behavioral relations with the other participants of the process. The validity of modal
responsibility concerns the manner of this involvement on the part of the Subject in
the process represented by the figure of the clause, where the Subject acts as the
pivotal part of the linking. Thus, the validity has clause-internal scope, interacting at
the same time with the modality and polarity systems in order to achieve the right
degree of categoricalness of an utterance.
However, as suggested above, it is also conceivable that the validity of the
predication works both inside and outside the clause. For one thing, in order to be a
valid statement, for example, the clause has to be anchored to an appropriate
time-point relative to speech time. In other words, propositions and proposals are
essentially context-grounded, and without context, it is impossible to assess the
validity of a proposition or a proposal. From this perspective, it seems equally
infeasible to assess the validity of a predication without taking account of the
rhetorical contributions of the clause to the ongoing text. One reason for this
surmise is that as has been pointed out by Austin (1962), every utterance is
associated with three kinds of speech acts, locutionary, illocutionary, and
perlocutionary. Whenever we say something (a locutionary act), the utterance in and
of itself performs some illocutionary act (such as statement, question, etc.) but it also
serves some purpose (a perlocutionary act) in the overall intent of the speech activity,
of which it is a part. When the relevance and validity of an utterance is assessed, it is
not only on the basis of its illocutionary contributions but also its perlocutionary
merits, not to mention the adequateness of its ideational meaning, that its worth is
determined. From this, even without adopting Austin’s trichotomy, it is reasonable to
assume that the validity of a proposition or a proposal is a function of their rhetorical
contributions both clause-internally and clause-externally.
3. Responsibility, validity and effect
It seems that both ‘validity’ and ‘rhetorical’ have to do with the notion of effect.
One definition of ‘rhetorical’ would be ‘concerned with effect or style of writing and
speaking (Wordnet 2.0)’. According to this, the rhetorical contributions of a
linguistic expression is all the effects, including stylistic ones, it produces in the text.
On the other hand, ‘validity’ is concerned with ‘the quality of having legal force or
effectiveness (Wordnet 2.0)’. So through the notion of effect or effectiveness, modal
responsibility, defined as "responsibility for the validity of what is being predicated
(stated, questioned, commanded or offered) in the clause”, can be related to ‘being
rhetorical’.
In this view, the Subject functions to delimit the scope of effect arising from the
Predication. As we saw above, such effects include clause-external as well as
clause-internal speech acts. This restriction of the scope of effects occurs on the
ideational plane, where the nature of experience is specified by the Predication but
their scope of applicability is only determined when combined with the Subject.
So the effects are not due to what is being predicated alone but only arise from the
combination of the Subject and the Predication. In this interpretation, the metaphoric
overtone of modal responsibility can be reasonably reduced to the notion of
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delimitation or delineation concerning the applicability of the Predication due to the
Subject, restricting the effects of what is being predicated. This compositional view
of modal responsibility as the delimitation of the effects arising from the linkage of
Subject and Predication may open up a new outlook on the workings of modal
responsibility especially in the domain of discourse semantics.
3.1 Evidence for unification
One piece of support for the delimitation function of the Subject concerning
applicability of predication comes from the Generalized Quantifier theory in formal
semantics, in which the Subject is considered to be a quantifier composed of a
determiner and a set expression, of which the former delimits the relationship of the
latter with another set expression represented by the Predication. For example, in
“Every boy swims”, the determiner every restricts the relationship between the two
sets, the set of boys and that of swimmers, to one where the former is included by
the latter. In “Some boys swim”, the relationship is an overlap between the two sets,
in which the intersection of the sets is not empty.
3.2 Subject types and modal responsibility
Another piece of evidence for the Subject’s delimitation function as regards the
Predication’s applicability is found in the degree of involvement in causality shown
by different types of Subjects.
In the case of typical Subjects of material processes, which are represented by
humans such as “John knocked over the table”, the Subject is literally responsible
for the effect of the process depicted in the Predication because the person is
causally fully involved in the event. Clause-internally, the responsibility of the
Subject is only construed on the ideational plane because its causal involvement in
the event process cannot be shifted even if an imputation is involved. So although
“Mary said John knocked over the table” shift the responsibility of imputation from
the speaker to Mary, the responsibility for the knocking over of the table remains
with John. Similarly, modality only concerns the imputation and does not change the
location of responsibility and the degree of involvement of the Subject in the causal
chain as in “John may have knocked over the table.”
On the other hand, the effect of the Subject’s modal responsibility on
argumentation can be shifted when a different imputation occurs as indicated above.
Comparison of the following a. and b. shows that in a. the second sentence has the
rhetorical force of evidence whereas it does not in b.
a. John’s behavior has been aberrant these days. He knocked over the table
yesterday.
b. John’s behavior has been aberrant these days. He may have knocked over
the table yesterday/Maybe he knocked over the table yesterday.
Clearly, in terms of modal responsibility, this phenomenon can be attributed to the
presence or absence in the Predication of imputation by means of modality. So it can
be conjectured that clause-externally, the modal responsibility of the Subject is
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influenced by interpersonal meanings (that is, imputation in this case) carried by
modal expressions.
Closely related to the use of human Subjects who are literally responsible in a
causal chain of events is the use of generic pronominal Subjects, which is discussed
in Halliday and Hasan (1976, 53).
Not only the generalized personal one but also we, you, they and it all have a
generalized exophoric use in which the referent is treated as being as it were
immanent in all contexts of situation. (i) You and one mean 'any human
individual', as in you never know, one never knows; and often by implication
'any self-respecting individual', 'any individual I would approve of ',
particularly in the combination of one plus a verbal modulation as in one must
accept certain standards. (ii) We is used in similar fashion but more concretely,
implying a particular group of individuals with which the speaker wishes to
identify himself, as in we don't do that sort of thing here. In addition there are
various other intermediate uses of we: royal and editorial, e.g.: we consider it
our duty. .. , with an assumption of status behind it; medical we, from doctor to
patient as in how are we today?, implying 'you in your role as patient, with
whom I seek to identify myself'; impersonal we used in expository writing (for
example in this book), e.g.: we conclude therefore that ..., simply because
English demands a subject and an excess of passives soon becomes tiresome.
(iii) They is used to mean ' persons unspecified'; often those with responsibility,
' the authorities', but also simply 'persons adequately specified for purposes of
discussion by the context', as in they're mending the road out there. (iv) It
occurs as a universal meteorological operator in a few expressions such as it's
snowing, it's hot today. All these are exophoric, but with a kind of
institutionalized exophora; they make it possible to conform to the structural
requirements of the clause, which demands a nominal in various places - for
this reason they are often untranslatable, since other languages make different
requirements.
In these cases, the pronominal Subjects seem to be associated with the sense of
‘being socially institutionalized’. In case (i), the fact that instead of ‘any human
individual’, 'any self-respecting individual', or 'any individual I would approve of' is
the intended meaning suggests that such individuals are capable of making
reasonable judgements as discussed by Wierzbicka (2006). Cases (ii) and (iii) also
involve the establishment of a socially appropriate agent for shouldering the
responsibility of the occasion. Case (iv) can be taken as a metaphorical extension of
the same ‘ploy’.
Matthiessen (1995: 598) calls case (iii) a strategy taken by the speaker to make
the non-specific Agent take the modal responsibility.
If the Agent is non-specific, but the speaker wants to assign it modal
responsibility, there is a strategy of using they. Thus we might have They
awarded him a two-year Harkness Scholarship, at least in casual spoken
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English. Thompson (1987) discusses this strategy and includes the following
examples (from Schegloff transcripts)'…. Thompson finds in her data that this
strategy is favoured over the (non-agentive) receptive "whenever the inferable
but unimportant agent is 'those typically in charge of such activities"' (cf.
Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 53). It is this notion of "being in charge of' that
reflects the modal responsibility embodied in the selection of the
Subject.(emphasis added by the current author)
In this interpretation, modal responsibility is preferably to be assigned to a
participant which can be more literally in charge of the activity in question. When
this requirement or constraint cannot be met, one can resort to introducing a
quasi-Agent as in case (iv). Existential constructions in German and French can be
examples of using this strategy: ‘es gibt’ and ‘il y a’. From our perspective of modal
responsibility as the delimitation of subject involvement in predication, the use of
a generic pronoun as the Subject can be understood as an establishment of a socially
responsible Agent for the causal consequences of the activity, as demonstrated in the
quotation from Halliday and Hasan (1976) above.
By contrast, non-human Subjects are often not capable of being ‘in charge of’
the activity or process, for they are often the Medium of the process rather than the
Agent. Even with material processes, the passive construction forces modal
responsibility to be assigned to the Medium Subject: The clock was knocked over by
John. Since it is extremely difficult to imagine the modal responsibility of the clock
in terms of being in charge of the activity, it will be necessary to extend its
characterization as that of a causal instigator to something more inclusive such as
‘the relevant party in the causal chain of events involved in the activity’. Just as in
the case of human Subjects, non-human Subjects show parallel behaviors
clause-internally and clause-externally regarding imputation.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Mary said that the clock was knocked over by John.
The clock may have been knocked over by John.
The clock has been erratic these days. It was knocked over by John the
other day.
The clock has been erratic these days. It may have been knocked over by
John the other day.

Unlike human Subjects in the capacity of Agent, these non-human Subjects acting as
Medium can be taken to accept responsibility for the blemish or fault resulting from
the process in which they are involved. In a., the imputation of the suffering and a
possible blemish from it to the clock is shifted from the speaker to Mary. In b., it is
attributed to the speaker. In c., in which the second sentence does not carry an
explicit mark of imputation, we have a text of straightforward explanation rather
than an argument, whereas in d., where the second sentence involves an imputation,
the sequence of sentences is most likely construed as reasoning.
As to the rhetorical contribution of the Subject’s delimitation function, the
clause-internal modal responsibility seems to vary according to its participant
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roles such as Agent and Medium because their role in the relevant causal relation
matters, whereas the clause-external modal responsibility seems to be influenced
by interpersonal meanings such as imputation as we saw in our examples above and
textual meanings such as expansion. It is also noticeable that both types of
rhetorical contributions need to be arrived at as a result of our construal of the text
based on the lexicogrammatical indications of the intended meaning. Thus,
ideational resources such as transitivity structure seem to be major clues to the
clause-internal modal responsibility, whereas interpersonal resources such as
modality and textual resources such as conjunction to the clause-external
responsibility.
3.3 Semiotic and meta-discoursal causal relations
Some examples of construal of clause-internal modal responsibility with regard to
atypical Subjects are as follows.
(1) Propositional Subjects tend to be involved in a semiotic causality.
a. That only Galileo's physical finger is preserved but the descendants of his
techniques thrive is also symbolic of the transitoriness of personal existence
in contrast to the immortality of knowledge.
b. EXACTLY WHEN humans first began to understand the importance of the
brain as the substrate for thinking and behaving is unclear.
The modal responsibility of the that-clause Subject in a. is something like the bearer
of evidence. Although being propositional in form, b. represents a non-semiotic
entity, i.e. time. So it is not participating in a semiotic causal relation.
Non-finite clauses known as Acts also participate in semiotic causal relations.
In the following example, the Subject and the Complement are not just equated, but
also construed as forming a condition-consequence pair.
…to explain the structure entirely in these terms is to underestimate the
rhetorical potential of these texts
(2) Certain nominals including nominalizations and ones called labels by
Francis (1994) can be used to directly refer to parties to causal relations.
a. But the net result of this can also be to ignore centrally important features of
demands of equality
b. Even though such rhetoric (e.g. 'all men are born equal') is typically taken to
be part and parcel of egalitarianism, the effect of ignoring the interpersonal
variations can, in fact, be deeply inegalitarian, in hiding the fact that equal
consideration for all may demand very unequal treatment in favour of the
disadvantaged
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These are typical value-token constructions where the Subject provides a
prospective assessment of the significance of the identified element in the
Predication. In both a. and b., the Subject acts as the mediator between the cause
(‘this’ for a. and ‘ignoring the interpersonal variations’ for b.) represents something
like focus on the effect. Similar focus on other parts of various causal relations are
known to be indicated by the same construction using such nouns as reason,
significance, relevance, etc. Sometimes these causal entities are involved in
meta-discoursal relations rather than regular causal relations being developed in the
textual argument. In the following examples the Subjects all undergo
meta-discoursal processes concerning the manner of illustration.
a. The sources of this social order disruption can be grouped under the
following three headings: aberrant damage, adversative rearrangements of
power relations and normative breach.
b. The interdependence between headline and lead is illustrated by the
following examples.
c. Points of interdependence have been underlined.
(3) Subjects introduced as a result of interpersonal metaphor can be generalized
and distanced from the actual causal process they are intended to participate in. In
administrative and bureaucratic language, in order to avoid direct interaction and
create hierarchical distance so that direct negotiation may be made more difficult,
commands are put into statements with generalized Subjects representing those who
are supposed to comply with the orders. Iedema (1997) treats the genre of directives
in administrative and bureaucratic settings, where the Command is recontextualized
in order to naturalize hierarchical control. A typical case of recontextualization is
seen in transferring a command from the immediate to a reported speech context,
thus making it less accessible to disagreement or contestation.
a. Complete form 9321.
b. From 21 September 1992 all registered agents will be required to complete a
declaration (Form 932) in relation to every application with which they
assist. (italics added by the current author)
The above example is an instance of distancing achieved by recontextualization
(Iedema, 1997: 74). In a. the addressee (you) is directed to fill in a specific form.
By contrast, in b. the addressee is a depersonalized general person (registered agent)
who is not directly instructed to fill in a particular form, but rather informed of a
procedure involving the completion of a form.
From the perspective of the Subject’s modal responsibility, such metaphorically
motivated Subjects seem to assume a displaced role in the causal relation they are
intended to engage in because in order to restore the intended causal relation they
need to be put back into the original intended context in their construal. This
suggests that clause-internal modal responsibility might be determined relative to
context rather than by the transitivity structure of the clause alone.
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4. Cloran’s Rhetorical Units and ‘distancing’
Cloran’s (1994, 1999) decontextualization theory presents us with a clear layer of
clause-external rhetorical contributions arising from the Subject. Although her
theory is based on Hasan’s message semantics (Hassan 1991), which means the
analytical categories are set up in semantic terms, the two components, CE (Central
Entity) and EO (Event Orientation), which play the role of two defining variables in
the classification of rhetorical units, rhetorical activities engaged in over small
stretches of text, are clearly parallels of the Subject and the Predication,
distributionally overlapping the latter to such an extent that their treatment in the
discussion of a possible extension of modal responsibility seems quite relevant.
Cloran’s decontextualization theory characterizes rhetorical contributions of
messages as distinct language activities (called rhetorical units, RUs) along a cline
with two extremes, one of which has language in completely ancillary role (e.g.,
brief directions exchanged during coordinated work) and the other in completely
constitutive role (e.g., lecture monologues): Action (the ancillary end), Commentary,
Observation, Reflection, Report, Account, Plan/Prediction, Conjecture, Recount, and
Generalization (the constitutive end). Each of these rhetorical units is defined by the
values of CE and EO, both of which vary relative to the distance from the immediate
communication situation, called the material situational setting (MSS). The
distance of the central entity (CE) is measured according to the location relative to
MSS (within MSS or outside MSS) and its ontological type in the case of those
within MSS (interactant or other person/object), and according to its specificity
(whether it is present in MSS or generalized and class-exhaustive. On the other hand,
the distance of EO from MSS is determined by its temporal location relative to MSS
(concurrent, prior or future), its habituality (habitual or non-habitual), the
speech-functional target (goods/services or information), its modal status
(hypothetical or non-hypothetical)). The resultant classification of RUs given in
Cloran (1999, 41) is as follows:
Table 1 (Cloran 1999: 41)
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Seeing that the CE is typically realized as the Subject while the EO as the
Predication, as is discussed extensively in Cloran (1994, Chapter 5), it should not be
too far-fetched to interpret Cloran’s classification of RUs as an attempt to construe
rhetorical effects of the distance of CE and EO from MSS and the resultant RUs as
clause-external rhetorical contributions because they characterize the nature of
communicative acts realized by the messages rather than specify the type of causal
relation between CE and EO. In other words, the values of CEs and EOs such as
‘within MSS, interactant’, ‘not within MSS’, ‘concurrent, non-habitual’, ‘future,
information echange’, and so on, can be regarded as part of specifications of
‘clause-internal’ rhetorical contributions as participant-related distance from MSS,
whereas the RUs can be taken to name the clause-external rhetorical contributions
based on context-related distance measured relative to MSS. This interpretation
accords with the distinction between clause-internal and clause-external speech acts
which we discussed in the previous section. Moreover, it elucidates the separate
contributions of the Subject and the Predication and the joint nature of the resultant
contributions effected by the whole clause. Thus, we have seen that some aspects of
modal responsibility can be reduced to the specification of the participant-related
distance from MSS of the central entity, which is the Subject.
Another noticeable characteristic of Cloran’s decontextualization theory is that
RUs are conceptualized in terms of constituency.
These varieties of language use are termed rhetorical activities or rhetorical
units. They occur in all types of discourse from the most mundane everyday
discourse to academic written discourse; furthermore, the messages which
constitute them tend to be chunked together. In other words, any text is
describable in terms of its constituent rhetorical units (RUs). This formulation
implies a theory of text structure based in constituency relations between
identified units. (Cloran 1999: 37)
Indeed, in her analysis of mother-child exchanges, most RUs consist of more than
one ‘progressive’ (that is, non-‘punctual’) message, showing that each RU is
concerned with a clause-external activity common to the clauses realizing the RU.
Extract 1 (Cloran: 1999, 37)

In this example, although the sentences are either a question or a statement as speech
acts, they are all categorized as Observations because of the within-MSS CEs and
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habitual EOs. It is clear that unlike illocutionary acts, RUs are concerned with
characterizing broader rhetorical effects of individual speech acts. It is also clear that
unlike perlocutionary acts, RUs are determined on a compositional basis, being
‘calculated’ from CE and EO. As a result, certain patterns of RU sequences are
reinterpreted as constituting different phases of language use associated with
pedagogical styles such as Regulative, Instructional, Imaginative or stages of genres
such as Thesis, Argument, etc. (Wake, 2006: Chapter 7). Thus, if we take RUs as one
way of characterizing the clause-external rhetorical contributions arising from the
Subject’s modal responsibility, they seem to be capable of characterizing a higher
levels of rhetorical effects such as phases and stages.
However, there still remain a number of problems one has to tackle in order to
clearly discern the clause-external rhetorical effects arising from modal
responsibility and the means of reducing them to the types of the Subject and
various clausal and contextual factors. If we are to extend Cloran’s approach to
written texts, it will be necessary to replace the MSS with a different notion of
immediate context because in a written text what is within and outside the
immediate context of interaction is not clearly divisible. This is because interaction
between the interactants is usually not foregrounded in written texts, and even when
quasi-interactive rhetorical moves such as asking the reader a question or requesting
the reader to do some action, the interaction is not based on shared visibility.
Another problem to be investigated is the relationship between rhetorical effects
and socio-semiotic activities discussed in Halliday and Matthiessen (2014, 33-42).
Since Cloran’s theory is mainly concerned with oral interaction between interactants,
it does not deal with rhetorical effects involved in argumentation. The following
excerpt shows how two consecutive remarks with the same subject but differing in
the type of predication can have a rhetorical effect of correcting the interlocutor’s
categorization of a personage.
Let us introduce one more short text example to illustrate the similarity and
difference between attribution and identity:
‘Why should I want to murder a perfectly strange woman?’ said Dr Quimper.
‘She wasn’t a strange woman’, said Inspector Craddock. ‘She was your wife.’
[A. Christie, 4.50 From Paddington]
In both she wasn’t a strange woman and she was your wife, the meaning is ‘x
was a’; but Inspector Craddock’s rhetorical punch is the shift from ‘attributive’
to ‘identifying’ – from common class-membership to unique identity. (Halliday
and Matthiessen, 2014: 267)
In argumentative texts and any text featuring reasoning, in order to identify the
clause-external rhetorical contributions of modal responsibility, it will be necessary
to extend the focus of investigation to include these speech acts which are directly
concerned with argumentative steps. It is clear that this kind of rhetorical meaning is
outside the scope of logical relations and textual relations between clauses discussed
by Winter (1994), which is an attempt at providing a general framework for explain
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clause relations in informational terms. The relation between the two remarks is not
just a contrast but a rhetorical move acted upon the interlocutor. It is not an
interactive move marking a transition from one stage to another in textual
development either. Thus, we need to extend our focus of investigation to other
types of socio-semiotic activity in order to explain rhetorical moves found in written
texts.
5. Conclusion
I have discussed how the notion of modal responsibility can be extended to include
both clause-internal and clause-external rhetorical contributions of the Subject.
Based on the original definition of modal responsibility as given in Halliday and
Matthiessen (2014), modal responsibility is argued to be relatable to the rhetorical
contributions of the Subject. The dichotomy between clause-internal and
clause-external rhetorical contributions of the Subject is motivated by the variations
in rhetorical effects produced by different types of Subjects and the presence or
absence of modality in the Predication. In order to elucidate the clause-external
rhetorical contributions, Cloran’s (1994, 1999) decontextualization theory is
reinterpreted as an attempt at characterizing a layer of rhetorical meaning, which she
calls Rhetorical Units. It is suggested that an expansion of the scope of rhetorical
effects is needed if we are to extend this approach to different types of text engaged
in other socio-semiotic activities than immediate face-to-face conversational
interaction.
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